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In the Oct. 14 issue, we incorrectly spelled the names

of

Charles R. Nydell and HSU speech communication Professor

Lewis Bright.

In the same issue, we said Assembly candidate Anna Sparks
ts the 1st district on Humboldt County’s Board of

Supervisors. She in fact represents the 5th district.
The Lumberjack regrets the errors and any confusion they
may have caused.
(i

Cover photographs by Paul Ohnersorgen
(top), Matt Stary (lower left) and Meg Laws.
Cover design by Scott Flodin.
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Lumberjack Days: more than a logging event
a

@ The weekend festivities began
as an event for forestry majors
almost 30 years ago.
By Brandye Alexander

e

TUMBERJACK STAFF

When Stan Mottaz was made student activities adviser in 1967, the student government formed a committee to expand Lumberjack Days to involve a wider range
of students.

If the modern celebration is any indication, they succeeded.
More than 30 years ago Lumber-

jack Days started as little more
than a small gathering of forestry
students to compete in logging
events, said Mottaz, director of the
Academic Information and Referral Center.
The logging events are still part
of the tradition and will be sponsored by the Forestry Club, said
Tina Bennefield, adviser of the
@ Related stories,
Lumberjack Days planning compages 14, 18
mittee. Events will include the ax’
throw, bucking competition and
tug-of-war.
were once held inthe fieldhouse,
ties,
The festiviwhich
Saturday in Loggingtown on
will take place a
the events field by the Science Complex.

DA

See Days, page 4

PAUL OHNERSORGEN
THE LUMBERJACK

Various clubs and organizations begin setting up their booths on the events field Sunday.

Arts director-presents unique entertainment
@ CenterArts Director Sarah Shelley

works to balance the entertainment
needs of HSU and the Arcata community.

By Michelle
Van Aaist
Though Arcata is a rural
town, the people’s desire for
quality and diverse entertainment is equal to that of big city
residents.
Sarah Shelley, director of
CenterArts, came to HSU in
1989 with a master’s degree in
nt from Florida
art mana
State. She has been working to

bring diverse entertainment to

Arcata ever since.
“My first challenge when I
came here was to balance the
and try to serve as
much of theaoea as
ble,”
said.
the recice of
Pei
Center Arts has advantages,
like being able to meet famous
rmers like Brandford
is.

“1 actually drove him home,”
she said. “He didn’t have
much to say. He was very
tired.”
But Shelley said a more
important aspect of her job is
pleasing an audience.
“What's more fascinating to
me than meeting famous
le is to watch an audience
satisfied and get somethin
from a performance,” she said.
From the East Coast, Shelley

is used to dealing with the ~
mecca of entertainment —
New York. But she has found
that California, and sae
cally Arcata, can be

in

abundant

quality performers.

“The

arts are equally

Shelley keeps up to date
with the entertainment
industry to get ideas for Arcata
performances.
“| read constantly ... trade

magazines, (performers’)
brochures, newspapers.
Hidden in there is information
about all kinds of contemporary events which leads to

artists and vice versa,” she
said. “Sometimes I'll recognize
a trend and I'll explore the

vibrant, equally exciting in
California. I was very impressed with the range of
artistic quality available,” she
said.
“I wanted to let our people
here know that we have many
reasons to celebrate California,
and also to show them some of

trend. Then I'll look for artists
to explore the trend with.”

missing by being located this
far north.
“We live in a somewhat
isolated community and that’s
what started the festival
pcomens that we began
st year, where we would
take a week and celebrate
different cultures in California,” she said.

performer. We started doing

the (performances) we’re

Art is the “vehicle to change

ple’s points of view,” she
said. “Within each festival, we
try and explore different
expressions of that culture —
dance, music, performance art

— to give exposure in as many

ways as possible because that
will connect with somebody.
That's what I think the power
of the arts is.”

Sometimes Shelley has to do

some research to find a
performer for a certain audience.
“I knew we had a big
Hmong (tribal group from
Laos) community here and I

wanted to bring in a Hmong

research and we found that
there was a noted Hmon
she
performer in Portland,”
said. “That's the fun part, the
digging ... to find something

that’s really unique, you've got

to dig.”

Normally the season is

booked 12 to 18 months in

advance. But “occasionally we

will get lucky, like with
Michelle Shocked,” Shelley
said. “She’s coming Nov. 2. We
booked that only (a month)

ago.”
“I like working in Arcata
because people are hungry for
the arts. There is great support

for the organization

(CenterArts),” she said.
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Dorms get new

Days: dispelling the myth
¢ Continued from page 3
Bennefield said 25 clubs and

participatein

organizations will

Lumberjack Da
s weekend.
Lumberjack
Days is a major
clubs,
fund-raiser for campus
several of which
be sponsoring food booths, she said.
Food items will range from egg
rolls sold by the Asian Student
Union
to hot links from
the Black
Student Union.
Other booths will feature
prizesand souvenirs,and
1 bands
will perform,
:
Bennefield said.
Alcohol wasn’t a part of the
ori:
nemgeet > 6 Days, but
its cathe

in

s Serslon

Excessive use of at the
has given Lumberja
ys
Co
of being an opportunity for students to get
drunk.
Acco}
to statistics from
the UPD, last year 19 citations
were issued to minors in possession of alcohol and one citation
was issued for
drunk in
public. In addition
ther were
three arson cases on campus
and
an officer was injured in a
wn incindent.
efield and her committee are hoping to dispel the
“Lumberdrunk Days” myth.
Alcohol sales will be reduced
this year and alcohol will only
be served during designated
hours, Bennefield said.
The committee
will beencouraging students to get involved
in more than the alcohol aspects
of Lumberjack Days, she said.
“There will be a lot of enter-

has the UniversityPolice Department putting in extra hours to
for the event.
e presumealcohol will bea
thing in terms of enforcement,” said Sgt. Dennis Sousa.
“Everyone in the department
will be working that weekend.”
Alcohol sales will be monitored by colored wristbands
which will identify the alcohol
purchaser’s age, he said.
The department
is expecting a
large number of juveniles to attend Lumberjack Days because
the Arcata and Eureka high
schools will be playing each

crowds,” she said.
Identification will be checked
at the booths as well as the gates
for those wanting to buy alcohol, Bennefield said.
The Marching Lumberjacks
will sponsor a safe rides booth
located near the exitof the events
field.

other at Redwood Bowl Friday
night, Sousa said. HSU’s Home-

California Highway Patrol urges

coming events are planned this
weekend as well.

tainment. Unfortunately, this is

not always what attracts the

Officer John

Lutzow

of the

students to take advantage of
this opportunity.

card-key system

“We encourage anybody and

used
everybody who's druornk
tive
drugs to find an alterna
method of getting around,” he
said

nets that act with the key to
unlock
the door. Instead of

By Ginl Berquist

Admission to Lumberjack

apart the doorknob

Days is $3 for tickets
in advance and $4 at the gate.
t
Advance tickets can be
Hal
n
Nelso
in
at the ticket office
East.
The gates will be open 2 p.m.
to midnight Friday and 10 a.m.
to midnight Saturday.
Clubs wishing to compete in

They're big, they’re
bulky, they're the keys to
ur room.
HSU Housing and Dining services has finally
completed its key conversion. Instead of keys, students living in the residence
halls now use eer wal
magnetic strips tolet
,
ding
buil
their
selves into
and, in most cases, their
own rooms.
Harland Harris, execuand
tivedirectorof housing
dining services, said the
new system is economical.
With the old system, the
changgcostsof re-key— in
ing the locks and keys for
each school year — were
enormous. It would take
$4,000 to re-key Redwood
Hall alone, Harris said. Because of the high costs, the.
locks were only changed
every three or four years.
The new system cost
housing
and dining $75 per
lock. While normal locks
are intricate in design, this
system is all magnetic. The

team competitions can contact

Marilyn Gee, activities coordinator, at 822-7521.

Events schedule
Friday
2:00 Loggingtown opens
4:00 Hunk O° Funk
6:00 Small Fish

8:00 Zero
10:00 Skankin’ Pickle
12:00 Loggingtown closes
Saturday
10:00 Loggingtown opens
12:00 Color Blind
2:00 Lakota
4:00 Buddy Brown and the
Hound Dogs
6:00 Celibates
8:00 Calypso Band
10:00 Rod and the [-Deals
12:00 Loggingtown closes

people simply inserta special tool into the lock,
changing it and creating a
“With the card-key system, wecan change the lock
system every
quickly
and easily,”
s said.
The keys cannot be duplicated by a locksmith,
and the locks are nearly
vandal proof.
“They can get broken
but
it’s very rare,” Harris said.
Housing and Dining services
residents $25
to change the lock and $9
for a replacement set of
keys.
Harris saw the magnetic
system demonstrated at an
Association of College and
University Housing Officers International meeting
he attended in Boston two
years ago. He said many
campuses use the system,
including universities in
Hawaii and Nevada.
Harris decided to pur- ©
chase the magnetic system

locks contain small mag-

See Keys, page 7
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Students advised to resist

credit card temptation
@ Although it is important to establish a
good credit rating while still in college,
students should beware of frivolous
spending and high interest rates.
By Michelle
Van Aalst
Handing over the plastic may
be quick and convenient, but
consumers should beware of the
high interest rates of credit cards

and the temptation to purchase
needless items.
For some students, getting
their first credit card can mean
more buying opportunities. For
others, it may mean getting into

debt before they have graduated.
A good credit rating is likely
to be almost as important as a
ood GPA for starting a successcareer a
a pe
release from Sears,
Roebuck and
Co. But whether or not to establish credit while still in school is
debatable.
On one side, once stuthey'll want to
graduate,
dents
invest in large purchases such as
cars and homes, items that are
easier to purchase with a good
credit rating.

SCREENPRINTING [ep

izes the importance of a
credit record and understands that having a good credit
t for purhistory is im

Hours: Mon.- Sat.
10 a.m.- 5 p.m.

future,” she said.

chases in the

Using the card instead of cash
can lead to problems.
“I just kept buying things,”
rsaid. “Ididn’t understand how fast that 20 percent
interest would accrue — restaurants, bars, instant gratification with no thought to what
my future debts would hold.”
Sears, Roebuck and Co. advises card users not to overextend themselves by opening too
many accounts or charging
more than what they can af-

With the average interest at
19.8 percent,the drawbacks may
include purchasing items one
may not need.
didn’t understand how dangerous reg ingen it cards) really
Eric Pregenzer, a seare,” said
nior English major.
“Buying things at 20 percent
interest with the idea that you'll
pay later will get you in big
trouble if you don’t stay on top
of it,” he said.
Some credit cards have an annual fee ranging from $15 to $50,
depending on the card. Most
department store cards do not
have an annual fee.
Having a good credit record
before graduating from college
is important, said Betty Riess,
vice presidentof public relations
at Bank of America, in a telephone interview from San FranCisco.
“Typically the Bank of
America student customer rec-

s
ount
Disc
us ilte
oniy
time
d
tUrm

- TIE-DYES

ford.
Sears also advises students

with credit cards to maintain
balance in a comfortable range
based on monthly income or
allowance.

Riess had advice for those
whomightbe havinga problem
with their credit.
“They (the student) should

contact their creditor immediately. Purchasing groceries ona
it card, for instance, might
be a sign that there is a credit
problem.”

Saturday, October 24, 9 pm

Casa de Qué Pasa, Arcata
Joint Benefit for KHSU Public Radio
and the Humboldt Folklife Society
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her art to onlookers last week In Karshner Lounge.
T. Savage, left, discusses
Myrine
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‘10-2 Sat.
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10 to 50% off

Lumberjack Enterprises
Statement of Financial Position
June 30, 1992 and 1991
Assets
Current
Cash

Assets:
and cash

equivalents

Savings

Total

accounts

Cash

tertificates

of

accounts

commercial

in

and

hand

On

and

Cash

Equivalents

$

127,464

5

239,114

deposit

99,149

Accounts receivable
Inventories
Prepaid expenses
Total

Fixed

Assets

Building

$3,780
59,223
76,588

Current

Assets

improvements

Equipment,
furniture,
and vehicles

$

567,854

$

554,388

fixtures
622.63)

Total

Less

1

:

accumulated cepreciation
Total Fixed Assets

Noncurrent prepaid expenses
‘
Total Assets

$1,177,029

429,180
S 747,839

$45,155
$1,360,846
SSresscysese=

l

:

!

i}

s

.

j

E

3

E

l

tT Ratts & Inflatable Kayaks OnS

E

Liabilities:
Current liabilities:
Accounts payable
Accrued

Advance

Current

26,6¢5
$6,862

payments

Total
Func

$

expenses

__276,0¢¢
Liabilities

Balance

$

403,683
S37 .265

Total Liabilities
Fund Balance

&
$1,360,848

Further inquiry can be made by contacting the

Lumberjack Enterprises Accounting Office
826-3451.
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Hamburg to speak
at HSU Friday

.Yy \ Clean
: / sweep

sale!
Saturday, Oct. 24

50%

Ukiah

By Jilayne Jordan

gifts e lamps e file
systems e chairs
desks e tables

808 9th STREET
822-7732

ARCATA

ence senior Jon Hardesty

said. “He believesjobsin our
district and Humboldt

County will be taken out of

FS

here due to NAFTA and
doesn’t support it.”
Hamburg has lived in
Ukiah for the last 20 years
and has been active in Ukiah
government since the 1970s,
Sligar said. He has served on
the

EVERYTHING
FOR YOUR BEST HALLOWEEN EVER!
a BASICS
Start with a solid color costume base
¢ We have Long

Johns, Cotton Tights & Leotards

for Kids and

Adults.
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Board

COSTUME KITS
Great with Long John base
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Hood

f|

w ACCESSORIES
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chadinn Lace
vy

Sly

° Beards « Wigs
Feather Masks

e Boas ¢ Groucho Noses ¢ Tutus ¢

Vampire

Teeth * Granny Glasses * Retro Glasses
ee

F ULL COSTUMES

4

For sale or rental*

ce

and who should be immunized are thg
¢ Over 65 years of age
© With chronic disease i

Ff

¢

‘.

Hamburg left the board of
supervisors to establish a cul-

tural study program
in China,
gwd

has worked as

directora the North Coast
rtunities, Inc. in Lake

Mendocino

oo
i
of people
who may tefl

e

«

e Captain Hook ¢ Renaissance Woman &

raise money

for services to

help he ede
eae job trainwoud

low-income
for the local Head

He background is very
education intense,” Sligar
said. “He made a pledge to
fight for education.”
California State Treasurer
Kathleen Brown may appear
on the Quad with Hamburg

to discuss the state’s budget.
State Assemblyman Dan
Hauser, D-Arcata, whois running for re-election, might
attend as well, Hardesty said.
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The race for U.S. Senate
Bruce Herschenson, Republican

Barbara Boxer, Democrat
e Supports reviving the economy by improving education. Supports increasedfunding
of schools on level and advocates reform in public schools. Wrote the Reinvest in
American Education Act.
to college students. Opposes abolishing
Head Start and loans
ofsion
Supports expan
the Department of Education.

¢ Supports eliminating the U.S. Department of Education, creating national testing
standards, and allowing parental choice for private or public schools through taxbreaks.

eAdvocates a $900 tax voucher for college students. Suggests eliminating federal

student loans and replacing them with state aid. Supports repealing federal bilingual

education laws.

“We're in a global economy. The best jobs will go to the best-educated.”
e Supports environmental regulation, but opposes extremists who want not only

° Advocates tax incentives for agri-business to use water-saving drip irrigation
technology.

clean air and water, but a shutdown of sectors of the economy.
Quoted:

Quoted:
“The ag (agri-business) interests have more power than fish, and they have more
power than you. The Seymour bill is not much help. It doesn’t say we shall share.”

industries.”

“George Bush would love to see his legacy as an oilman on the shores of
Mendocino.”

e Supports Vice-president Dan Quayle’s Council on Competitiveness, which
speeds the approval of life-saving drugs, and opposes hindrance to business.
Supports a capital gains tax cut to increase investment. Advocates controlling
litigation costs.

.

¢ Supports restoring economic growth with public spending in transportation
infrastructure, the environment and reinvestment funded by defense cuts.
e Believes Japan and Germany must pay for their defense.
Quoted:
“Japan just announced a reinvestment plan. If George Bush is helping Russia,
and applauds changes in Japan, then what about America?”
“it’s time to be Uncle Sam again, not Uncle Sucker.”
CAMPAIGN

“Unnecessary and counterproductive regulations are choking off key U.S.

Quoted:

“| have long supported a balanced budget amendment and the line iter veto. ...
| will continue to fight against tax increases and will protect existing tax

deductions, including the home mortgage interest deduction.”
NORTH

AMERICAN

FREE

TRADE

Quoted:
“| am philosophically opposed to protectionism, and | believe in free trade.”

REFORM

e Supports legislation limiting campaigncontributions.
Quoted:
"It’s 25 grand for one 30-second spot on TV.”
“You need to get your voice back in Congress.”
FOREIGN

POLICY

e Opposes nuclear testing. Supports
closing U.S. bases abroad. “We spend
$17 billion to defend Norway.”

° Supports Health and Human Services Secretary Louis Sullivan's
is:
attempt to reduce health care costs by more than $20 billion

by cutting paperwork.
Quoted:
“| do not beleive the federal government should
simply step in and take the system over, and | will

.

fight any attempt to impose Canada’s system here.”

ABORTION

e Supports single, government-sponsored

e Pro-life.

health- care plan for universal access.

Quoted:
“Health care costs have spiraled over the
course of the decade. The Republicans
have ignored the issue for 12 years while
20 percent of Americans have no health

insurance.”

SOURCES:
Boxer

and

Campaign
Herschenson

headquarters for
and

Lumberjack

interview with the candidates.
RESEARCH BY HARRY KASSAKHIAN

Controversial logging plan gets go ahead
&@ Despite attempts by students to stop it,
the harvest of trees on the McDowell
property near HSU will begin as early as

“I was very confident that the
THP would pass,” said Jim Able,

‘
next SuAeter
Dioscoro R. Recio
ener

fornia Department of Forestry
forester.
The THP calls for the selec-

forestry consultant, former
Arcata forester and author of the
THP. “If anyone has any questions, we'd be glad to meet with
them to answer any concerns.”
Orange Waszkowski, Associated Students external affairs

nity debate the controversial

cent of second- and

third-

sidered channels to prevent the

After two months of commu- _ tivecutof approximately 15

Timber Harvest Plan adjacent to
the HSU campus was

trees, which com

His efforts included leading

First Baptist Church to
the m
fro

comment period by pompuodiog

runs along Union St. _ the crusade to extend the public

The

whole heck of a lot of letters

Redwood Park and extends east

opposing it,” said Ron Pate, Cali-

harvest.

t of the timber volume.

Monday.

“It passed, but it did have a

committee representative, con-

to include Jolly Giant Creek.

—

“We haven't been efficient
enough, “ Waszkowski said.
“We are looking at peaceful solutions other than logging or
house building to solve this
problem.”
Waszkowski said he wants to
file a law suit, establish an environmental suit and open linesof
communication with the new
land owner.
The parcel, which is commonly mistaken for part of the
ArcataCommunity
Forest, is facing steep inheritance taxes due
to the death of its owner Estelle
McDowell.
Np.

The trees will be sold for lumber.
“Most of what the HSU stu-

dents are worried about is not
going
to happen,” Able said.
e want to go in and respect
nature by taking out deformed,
poor growing and eroded trees,
so that more promising trees can
grow.”

The McDowell property was
harvested in 1982, the late 1950's
and the turn of the century.
Able said he has plans to harvest as early as next summer,
adamant the forest is minimal.
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or funds to stay open
Hatchery struggles for
the run the hatchery was stockon Lost Man Creek is in
relatively good shape. Becking
said he would like the facility
turned over to Redwood National Park and used as an educational center.

@ Although the Board of Supervisors
voted to close it, Prairie Creek is looking
to donors for permanent funding.
By Amy Gittelsohn

tion 13 in 1978, the $150,000 annual budget of the ee was
paid by grants administe ea
the California Department of Fi
and Game.
°
Two years ago the state grants
were cut off. Since then the
county has kept the hatchery
with one-time maintenance
dollars and donations.
The Board of Supervisors
voted to close the hatchery in
July after a proposal to generate
funding for it with a land parcel
fee died amid controversy over
the fairness of the tax and the
hatchery’s merits.
HSU Professor Emeritus of

LUMBERJACK STAF-FS—S~—~—<C—SS

After a series of funding
crises, the Prairie
Creek Fish
Hatchery may close by the end of next
month — unless a supporter’s

plan pays off.

The 56-year-old hatchery, io
cated north of Orick, was ori
nally established and funded y
the state to enhance salmon

stocks. The county took over
operation in the early 1960s and
was later given the facility under the condition it continue to
operate asa hatchery, or control
would revert to the state.

After the county's taxing authority was limited by Proposi-

Eureka businessman Larry

Bollmann disagreed. He said
the hatchery is important in
maintaining fish stocks and as
an educational facility.
Bollmann is trying to arrange
rmanent funding for the
tchery with the help of a
friend living in Southern California. Vera Gajitch, the designer of a trademark fabric
as a
ed
to act
print, has agre
“hub,” attracting other contributor
to s
put $2.5 million ina
empt,
tax-ex
charitable foundation for the hatchery.
They estimate the hatchery

could pay its $150,000 in annual operating costs with the

natural resources Rudolf W.

Becking was one critic. He said

CAPILENE UNDERWEAR
@ When people exercise, they perspire. Perspiration left

tions from Bollmann and other

contributors this month, and
cutbacks in utility use and production by the hatchery are allowing it to operate until theend
of November.
Steve Sanders, superintendent
of the Prairie Creek hatchery,
for fundeae
said the res
ing the hatchery should rest with
government agencies.
Sanders blames the cut off of
funding by Fish and Game two
years ago on “bruised egos.” He
said the state-run hatcheries cannot duplicate his success in raising 250,000 fish per year at a cost
of 60 cents each.
Sanders said another uni
thing about the hatchery is that
it doesn’t use a weir,a diversionary in-stream blockage, to force
fish returning from the ocean
back to the hatchery.
Instead, Sanders releases well
water the fish were raised in into

Game’s method of eliminating

fabric for eight years.
Patagonia has used Ca pilene polyester as its underwear
A combination of hydrophilic and hydophobic tendencies causes the underwear to lift or “wick” moisture off the skin without drenching the fabric itself.

fish rating.
Dave McLeod, fishery biolo-

tion is wicked off the skin
and

supple as it ages and iseasyto
clean; just toss it in the washer
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funds was devious, giving the
hatchery an unwarranted low

gist at the Eureka division of the
state Department of Fish and
Game, said Sanders doesn’t understand the rating system, and

“So I don’t think it’s (Prairie
Creek Hatchery)a major player,”

he said.
Hatchery supporters have
shown they disagree, raising
more than $45,000 since state
funding was withdrawn to sustain the hatchery until permanent funds are found.
McLeod said if the hatchery
doesn’t find funding, it will
probably become part of Redwood National Park.

the rating given to the Prairie
Creek hatchery was not low.

He said the requirement for

grants changed. Now recipients

to be involved in habitat restoration, as well as fish-rearing.

HSU fisheries Professor Terry
Roelofs said the Prairie Creek
hatchery has made some impor-

AMM
¢ 408 F Rect
Eureka,
° 10th & F Streets, Arcata

GRAPHIC

tant contributions to salmon
stocks, including its contribution of fish after the highway
101 mudslide a few years ago.
However, he said ultimately
the survival of fish depends on
the quality of theirenvironment,
stressing the benefits of habitat
restoration and protection.

follow the familiar water back to
the hatchery. He said Fish and

on the skin is a cause of
The solution

tofabtic.
the outside
of remains
the Capilene
Capil
soft

LUMBERJACK

the creeksas they return, so they

and risk
great discomfort:
you feel clammy, chilled
is to wear a fiber that lifts perspiration off the skin but does not absorb it
Mia

interest generated from that
y
pay back
amount, and eventuall
contributors.
Meanwhile, $12,500 in dona-

BB More on hatchery effects to wild fish in Environmental section.
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A RARE OPPORTUNITY TO
WORK FOR THE STUDENT
COUNCIL HAS OPENED UP
A VICE PRESIDENT OF STUDENT AFFAIRS IS
IS NEEDED TO SERVE THE CAMPUS
EARN MONEY - TAKE RESONSIBILITY
BE AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE STUDENT
GOVERNMENT AND MAKE A DIFFERENCE
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former Senate seat
By Harry Kassakhian

“We're losing

fish, and our

ECONOMY

EDUCATION
eSupports increased funding
for Head Start, a program which
provides pre-school education
to underprivilaged children.
¢ Advocates the creation of a

teaching corps to bring youth
into impoverished schools.
¢ Advocates a National Edu-

Act that

would create national standards

of achievement in solid subjects
for each grade.

ENVIRONMENT
eSupports improving air and
water quality and food safety.
¢ Advocates
ing wetlands, strong desert protection
laws; opposes offshore oil drilling.
ee
higher factory and
automobile
efficiency standards
to improve energy conservation

and

oped or mined. It protects 250

SEYMOUR
R

miles of streams and rivers.”

ICAN

verse the trend.”

RAT

cation Achievement

wildlife in extrava-

gant numbers and we must re-

FEINSTEIN
D

our birds, our

make U.S. industry more

competitive.

“I believe that the way the
Central Valley Authority is run
provides no incentive to conserve water.

°Sup

a federal job cre-

ation plan through rebuilding.
roads, bridges and schools.
eAdvocates converting defense industries to commercial
industrial use.
eSupports measures that
encourage entrepreneurship and
research and development.
“Make research and development tax-credits permanent
rather than subject to annual renewal.”
HEALTH CARE
eSupports a managed-care
system to cover the 37 million
Americans without health insurance.
¢ Advocates a benefit package
that encourages preventive
medicine.
CRIME
eAdvocates

$1

billion

aid

package to cities to put more
police on the streets. Supports
stricter sentences for criminals.
ABORTION
ePro-choice

DENTISTRY
Mark A Hise MS-DDS | |
}
norte

EDUCATION
eSupports parental school
choice through vouchers, allowing poor families to send children to a private or religious
school.
ECONOMY
——

HEALTH CARE

*Supports reforming malpractice suits, reducing skyrockSonmanale

administrative

standardization (simplifyin
government and corporate
tape) to save $20 billion in costs.
ABORTION
°Pro-choice

Information for this article
came from press releases and
the campaign headquarters for
Feinstein and Seymour.

tax increases.

¢ Supports a constitutional
amendment for a balanced budet.

¢ Supports a bill to limit the
growth of the federal budget by
4 percent per year, and taking

' Mad River Brewing Co.
Blue Lake e California

Social Security “off the table.”
eSupports a gradual conversion for defense industries.
¢ Advocates investing in new
technologies and allowing public/ private partnerships.

proudly presents

ENVIRONMENT
°Su

a water bill that

had 22 specific improvements
for fish and wildlife, including
restoration of fish hatcheries.
a
a bill that would
make Los Padres National Forest in Ventura County a wilderness park.
“400,000 acres can’t be devel-

Our Premier Ales
Look for
Steelhead Extra Pale Ale
and now

p cry

Medical Group & Counseling
¢ Family Planning

fee based on sliding scale, insurance or Medi-Cal
785 18th Street
OVER
THE
FOOTBRIDGE”
Hours: M-F 8am to Spm

822

available

Steelhead EXTRA STOUT

¢ Counseling for men-women-children
¢ Family Medicine

“JUST

Worked onabillthatbanned
offshore oil drilling offthe coast
of California and codified the
moratorium.
“There will be no offshore oil
drilling.”

e Advocates

in 12 oz. bottles

On draught at the following locations:
* Casa De Que Pasa - American Deli - Sidelines - Cafe Marina - Jambalaya
* North Coast inn - The Waterfront Cafe - Tomaso's > Marino's
+ Angelo's Eureka » Tom's Sourdough ° Michaelangelo's
Pizza

PARTY KEGS
hieaeomreeit

omens

AVAILABLE - CALL 668-4151

A Product of Humboidt County

- 2481

COME CELEBRATE THE
RETIREMENT OF

GABRIELA MURPHY
”

Thursday, October 29, 1992
3:00-4:30 PM
Lounge, 2nd floor, Jolly Giant Commons
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manager,

and headedby

The Arcata Marsh and Wild-

Clark.

author
andde
gui

life Sanctuary recently hosted

Thegrouphadtochoosefrom
approximately y 300 possible sites

guests from various land and
wildlife agencies,aswellasstate

th be listed in the guide.

and city officials, in a public

tourist
could mean for Arcata’s
trade,

pamomeeeleel’

en

ist David Hull said,

ceremony for theCaliun
Viewing Guide.
Wildlife
fornia
Assemblyman
were
Present

“Several viewing areas were _ see all these other places in the
e that aren’t as well known
eliminated in order to protect
t are close by.”
from
species
vulnerable

Arcata Mayor Victor Schaub,
tativesfrom
along with

facilities, such as parking or
restrooms, were inadequate,”

overvisitation or because site

Dan Hauser, D-Arcata, and

ClarksaidinapressreleasepreDepartment of
Califo
the
pared for the pretty
_
of
Bureau
Fish and Game, the

by

A survey released

Land Management and the

USFWS

United States Fish and Wildlife

in 1985 sho

the

that

$1.75 billion was spentby people

Service.

viewing wildlife in California

California’s watchable wild-

By John Kiffmeyer
STAFF IAGK
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le get here they might sta
ithe longer now because they'll

Arcata. Each establishment was rated on security features

and the cost per cubic foot of its smallest space.

The Federal Highway Admin-

The lowest price and the most interesting security feature

istration in 1990 authorized an

& Storage, 250 E
official wildlife viewing sign to | belongs to North Bay Equipment Rental rents
for $18 per
complementthe viewing guides. | St. Its smallest space, 5-by-10 by-8 feet,
the Humboldt County

is also completely
Mini
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G
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Hide Away Mini Storage, 1375 Giuntoli Lane, hasa 5-by-

:

somes

i

Gei ar
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4.5-by-7-by-7 feet for $20 per month.

eGIFTSe

Remember When

That's nine cents per cubic foot. There is no fence but the

bp

facility is patrolled daily and there is 24-hour access.

Rainbow Mini Storage, 180 F St., has 30 different sizes of

spaces to rent and a freight lift. But, at 20 cents per cubic

foot for its smallest space, 4-by-5-by-3 feet, you pay for it.

Old Town, Eureka

San Francisco Style Bistro

Across from the Gazebo

_ For security each space is individually alarmed and there

is a caretaker living on site. Rainbow
offers the largest space, 10-by-30 feet.

Plaza.
443-6255

Appetiizers e Soup & Chilli e Salads e Sandwiches
Specialties e Shrimp & Fish ¢ Steaks e Extras « Desserts

786-4432

« 444-9069

:

Pesseeeesesseeseeeseseeeees,

|
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aww i) Art & Graphics?
444-3382
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«
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Mini Storage also

Bud’s Mini Storage, at 5th and K Streets, has a 4-by-6-by8 space for $23 a month and there is 24-hour access.

Or
452 Main St.
‘In the Victorian Village of
Ferndale.

Domestic & Imported Beers e Fine Wines
Sparkling Wine / Champagne e Beverages

508 Henderson Street, Eureka

Arcata Storage, located at 9th and LStreets, rents a space

416 2nd St.

]

ye

access gate.
and an electronic

eCARDS-e

St. Eureka.
2009: Harrison Av..Eureka.-§35-Fifth
saree

10-by-8 space for $30 a month. There is an on-site manager

eTOYSs

3
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Gal Sheed eeto 10 goee
se
a
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fenced in.
, 940 South G St., rents its smallest

hour access.

An

fh eae

= smallest meee

fe t, for $30 per month, or seven cents
space, 5-by-10-by-8.5
per cubic foot.
There is a fence around three sides of the facility, and
you can borrow a lock for an $8 deposit. There is also 24-

:

ante

If that’s not enough, the place is patrolled by two Rott-

for,$16 per month, or 7.5 cents per cubic
5-by-5-by-8 feet
dak The caretaker, aa bees on site, said he pa three
times a day to see if all of the doors are locked. The facility

:

aaree

and a caretaker lives on the grounds.

Arcata Mini Storage, 1450 M ae

BB More on refuge, page 9

Pry

month. That's only 4.5 cents per cubic foot.
For security, the storage units are completely fenced in

weilers at night.

and maintain them.
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>
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The Lumberjack surveyed eight mini- storage places in

communities rely heavily on

these dollars for survival.”

lars in

,

bb

what they say: Out of sight,
out of mind.

ism clearly helps fuel urban and
rural economies. Some small

area and has agreed to pay for

.

3

get rid of it. Haul it all down
to a mini storage. You know

state’s Officeof Tourism, said in
the press release, “Nature tour-

brown signs with white binocu- |

:

‘eTTe

doesn’t take much wonder to

John Poimiroo, director of the

CalTrans, a major project sponsor, has already installed the

nt

The

Skis, that old couch,
bowling balls — one wonders
where it all comes from. But it
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The Lumberjack
Beach landowner may face charges
been decided. This is why we

By Dawn Hobbs

are reviewing our options.”

EC}

If Stanson were to file for a
coastal zone development permit, it would still have to go
through an environmental review, a public hearing and go
the Humboldt County
before
Board of Supervisors and the
County Planning Commission,
Conlon said.
Stanson, who spoke during
the emg comment portion of
Board of Supervisors’ meetthe
ing yesterday, said he was met

Humboldt County officials
will consult attorneys this week
concerning proceedings
against
a developer for failure to file for
a use permit for a Clam Beach
encampment.
Sam Stanson’s property became the site for urban campers
in mid-September. He was to
file for a use permit under the

California Coastal Act regulations by yesterday, according to

with resistance.

Humboldt County Planning Director Tom Conlon.

“| will analyze things over the
next week and make a decision
to sue or file more papers and

“He has not submitted any-

thing and we’re reviewing options for proceedings and we
will not do anything until we
review

with

then sue,” Stanson said, adding

that he will also be consulting
with attorneys.

our attorneys,”

Stanson contends the county

Conlon said.
Options will include criminal
prosecution or abatement, both
of which will be decided by the
district attorney, Conlon said.

has been “making up their own
definition” of what constitutes
coastal access.
“It’s just too bad things have

to be socomplicated, when they

“The county could contract

just have

with people to clean up the nuisance,” Conlon said.
“How this will be done in regard to this situation has not

to be honest

and

simple,” Stanson said.
Thecampers, evicted from the
Arcata Community Forest by the

Wednesday, Oct. 21, 1992

Lumberjack

Arcata police in mid-September, have also attempted to apply for a use permit but have
encountered problems, Stanson
said.

A

Homeless advocates and city

officials have been searching for
alternative sites for the campers

as well as a regional solution to

the urban camper problem.
Lialsons have been established
to ensure responsibility for the
rtable toilets and garbage.
Although the campers have

some support, complaints are
still being filed with the County
Planning Department.

In addition, people have been

driving by the encampment

waving boxes of bullets out car

windows, throwing beer bottles
and shooting into the air,
Stanson said.
“The sheriff's department and

the highway patrol don’t protect them

(the campers),”

he

said.

At press time, the Humboldt
County Sheriff's Department

and the California

Highway

Patrol could not be reached for

comment.

:
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Toi

445-3334

5th & V St. - Eureka

Toys wanted for children
The Marine Corps League seeks volunteers for its fifth annual

Toys for Tots program.
Schools, churches, the Salvation Army and other institutions
will solicit the names of children requesting toys. Ages range
from infants to teenagers.
Volunteers for the program will be asked to provide a dropoff for the toys, collect and distribute toys, solicit toy donations,
assist in fund raising or “ to publicize the drive.
ro at 443More information is avai a ble from Frank Massa

A computer can't answer your
Student loan questions
Press

"P" for payment

5964.

99¢ each!
October

19 thru 31

WIZARD
822-7305
ARCATA

@

441-1268
EUREKA

But we can;

with our personalized service

a subsidiary of
Marine Midland Banks, Inc.

(800) 523-7446
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Festivities leak into town

hon hesuntpaene

ing

to each other.
ight said the rooms overlooking the Plaza are usually the
best, but during Lumberjack

Students partying off midterm stress during Lumberjack
Days this weekend might inflict
it on Arcata police officers and
residents—and pay for
it.
Lt. Randal Mendosa
of the Arcata Police.
Department said that

Days he rents them out last —

with a warning that it could be
loud until 2 a.m.
He said it would
help if the event lasted
past midnight.
This would allow
students to continue
e

last year during Lum-

berjack Days the APD
responded to “drastiy more” noise complaints than normal.
Mostofthecallswere

toandfromresidences,

celebratingoncampus

A

Phe
|

=

DA’

@ Related stories,

For some Arcata
businesses the event is
.
Jack Wilson,
beneficial

owner of Toby and

Jack’s, a bar on the
probably the result of pages3, 18
Plaza, said he expects
“spin-off” parties from
an increase in business
the on-campus festivifrom students who
weekend
this
ties, Mendosa said.
aren’t
ready
to
go to bed at midHe said department policy is
night.
to issue one warning notice to
n spite of the problems,
loud parties.
Knight said Lumberjack Days
If the department is called
should continue.
back, it will shut down the party,

“I believe in Lumberjack
Days,” he said.
Dave McConkey, owner cf
Hutchins Grocery on G Street, is
of Lumberjack
also

per officer for the time.
“That's the only way that we
can keep officers on the street to
respond to emergencies,” he
said. “We're a small depart-

Days.
He said it doesn’t have
much effect on business now that
alcohol is sold at the event, but
he appreciates it as a tradition of
the university.
“You'llseealot ofalumnicome

ment.”

Richard Knight, manager of
the Arcata Hotel, said Lumberjack Days disturbs his customers “when they (students) come

in for it that only come in one
time a year,” he said.

down from up on the college”

and drive around the Plaza yell-

1/2 Price
Budweiser
Drafts

ee
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SCIENCE
Satellite

technology

Where on earth are you?

@ The Global Positioning System pinpoints surface
location for backpackers or for geologists using new
space technology.
By John Kifftmeyer

Anew technology called the Global Positioning System allows its users
to instantly find their position anywhere on the globe using a hand-held
receiver.

Douglas Brahm, new business products regional sales representative
for Sony, which manufactures GPS receivers, said under ideal conditions, it’s possible to accurately calculate a position “within a meter or
two.”

While in western China studying the Tien Shan mountain range for
NASA, HSU geology Professor Raymond Burke used a hand-held GPS
unit donated to the geology department by a group of local businesses.
The Tien Shan mountains are unique because oceans have not affected
the mountains geologically.
“We were as far removed from an ocean as you can get,” Burke said,
“which makes you wonder about the calamari they were serving.”
Burke was sent by NASA tosurvey the region because it will be studied
by the Earth Observation System, a satellite to be launched later this
decade. The information gathered firsthand by geologists in various
areas around the world will act as a baseline to compare with data
collected by the satellite.
“I study soils, and you can see soils from space,” Burke said.
Because the Chinese government limited Burke’s access to local maps,
the GPS unit became important to his research.
“It turned out to be a lot more crucial than we thought,” Burke said.
As well as helping Burke find where he was in the mountains, the GPS
unit helped break the ice with the Chinese scientists he worked with. The
Chinese were eager to compare GPS to a similar system of their own.
“It helped us to get through political barriers,” he said.
The main structure of GPS is a constellation of satellites orbiting 10,900
miles above Earth, said Lt. Cmdr. Jean Butler in a telephone interview

from U.S. Coast Guard Headquarters in Washington, D.C.
The 19 NAVSTAR satellites broadcast the information a GPS receiver
needs to calculate its position, Butler said. Although the system is not
complete (a total of 24 satellites are planned), it is currently possible to
calculate a two-dimensional position anywhere on the planet, Butler
said.
For a number of national security reasons, the Department of

Defense partially scrambles GPS signals in order to lower its accuracy for civilian users. This scrambling, referred to as “selective
availability” by the Defense Department, is part of what is
referred to as “standard positioning service,” Butler said.
“Standard positioning service” is set up to allow a civilian
GPS device a 95-percent chance of producing a reading that
is accurate within a 100-meter radius, Butler said.
This level of accuracy is usually enough for backpackers
or small boats. And many GPS manufacturers marketing
the devices for personal use claim greater accuracy under
selective availability than the Department of Defense
intends.

The more satellites the unit can receive, the more
accurate the reading. The hand-held unit needs to

receive information from three satellites to calculate
the longitude and latitude of its position, said Mike

Leary, a technical support analyst for Trimble Naviga-

tion, aGPS manufacturer. If the GPS can locate a fourth
satellite, then it can calculate its altitude as well.
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Former dump now bird reAmofunggethese
&@ Migrating birds make the Arcata |
Marsh and Wildlife Sanctuary

are salt water

marshes, mud flats and cond
with
structed wetlandsenhance
treated wastewater.

osprey and the
teal,on
Cinnam

home for the winter.

can are

brown

fill. Portaertsleahnenee

By Teri Carnicelll

the landfill,

Klopp Lake

and Dan Hauser Marsh now

draw large numbers of avian

The Arcata Marsh and Wildhas much to offer
life San
birders and novices
t
devou
both
about
more ng
rni
lea
interested in
nts.
Arcata’s feathered reside
Officially opened on July 4,
isabohut
1981, the 154-acremars
South
on
a
Arcat
of
a mile south
on a
partly
G or I streets. Built
of
one
former county dump site,
the marsh’s most popularattractions is Mount Trashmore, the
reclaimed, sealed sanitary land-

and human visitors.
“I think the main reason the
Marsh and Wildlife Sanctuary is
a great place to go is because of
the numberof habitat types that
close together,” said
are
Hull, aquatic resource
David
specialist for Arcata and the
marsh manager.
There are seven different
aquatic habitats within approximately one mile of each other.

drawn by the ponds, according

published CaliforGuide.
Viewing

to the newly
nia Wildlife

freshwater
The salt and
marshes and the brackish

Franklin Klopp Lake attractmore
than 200 bird
river otters and

es as well as
muskrats.

The marsh has seen its shareof
visitors, human and bird.

Only a few years ago a pink flamingo, possibly blown in by
some storm, made itself a home

fora few years on the edge of the
tidelands, Hull said.

“| was surprised it made it
h a couple of our win-

ters,” he said.
Other rarities include Iceland

gulls and oldsquaws, according
to the viewing guide.
Shore birds and

waterfowl

te from October through
April, with peak numbers of

birds seen around the middle of
November. Thousands of shorebirds such as dunlins and

marbled

godwits can be seen on

s in Klopp Lake. They
the
come in at high tide to rest,reene

a

e.
The refuge also provides dif-

witha freshferentenvironments
oxidamarsh’s
the
in
lake
water
swamp
a
as
well
as
tion pond
a
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Bird watching opportunities Include ducks and coots
pond in the Arcata Marsh and Wildlife Sanctuary.
to help build the Arcata Marsh
made from the log pond, Hull
Interpretive Center now under
said.
South G Street
Trees grow around the log construction off primary sewage
of the
pond, attracting predatory birds just north
ent
plant.
treatm
such as northern harriers and
under the supervicenter,
The
the black-crowned night heron.
Department of
city’s
the
sion of
Peregrine falcons can be seen
es, will
Servic
Environmental
from September through March.
provide its own tours and an
Bald eagles also winter at the
extensive library on nearly evmarsh.
about the
The wildlife refuge has erything printed
student
benches, bird blinds and trails marsh, including
will be
with interpretive displays for its projects. Construction and the
ber
Decem
in
te
comple
human visitors. For those who
spring,
wouldn’t know a herring from a center will open in the
Hull said.
harrier, the Redwood Regional
He said theinterpretive center
Audubon Society provides free,
may entice those who normally
docent-led tours every Saturday
visit the marsh for exercise to
at 8:30 a.m.
The non-profit Friends of the learn more about the marsh.
Arcata Marsh has raised $56,000
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ROCKIN’
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CALIFORNIA

AERATNS

satire that smashes
stereotypes while taking

Celebrating cultural
traditions in con-

comedy, streetwise

on the Eurocentric
mindset, American pop
culture, and racism.
Van Duzer

Theatre
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\
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$8
Students
& Seniors
$14 Gen.

JALAPENO
Some of the spiciest,
jumpin’est music north of
the border! This ninepiece band is guaranteed

CO SPONSORED BY

CO SPONSORED BY

theatre, and insightful

An outrageous blend of

F

PHOTO COURTESY OF ROBERT POLOVINA

temporary California.

Regional masters

to move your feet and

perform Native
American ceremony,

stir your soul.

drumming from
Belize, music and

Arcata Community
Center 13th & D Street
$5 All tickets

For a complete
schedule of events

dance of Tibet and
much more...
Van Duzer Theatre

$10 Students & Seniors
$14 General

call 826-4411
The Works

Arcata & Eureka

The New Outdoor Store, Arcata
University Ticket Office, HSU

INFO CALL

with funds from the California Arts
Council, a state agency, and the

National Endowment
for tbe Arts,
a federal agency
HSU IS AN AA/EO INSTITUTION
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Van Duzer Theatre

$13 HSU Student
$17 General
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A local legend hits the road
just going to go where the great
players are — New Orleans — and

a

listen to them. If he gets lucky

eople on the

maybe he'll get to jam with them.
But the blues isn’t about luck,
good luck at least. About the down
‘n’ out times people faced,
Beckman said: “In the blues resurgence of the ‘60s, when there was
hard times, there was a lot of
dissension in the country, revolution.” Hard times are coming, he
said, but they haven’t hit yet.

Plaza at la.m.
could feel reassurance from
Thad Beckman

playing “Red
Rooster,” his
fast shuffle
lifting spirits.

“I’ve Been Down So Long, It
Looks Like Up to Me,” is another
great song.

But after six years of playing

Beckman smiled and said he felt
happy most of the time.
“You don’t need to feel pain to
play the blues.” He quoted Bonnie
Raitt, who said she could play sad
ballads because she could remember those times.
“And that’s what you do, remember,” Beckman said.
But who influenced Beckman? It
surely couldn’t be only Raitt.
“Otis Rush, T-Bone Walker,

blues in Humboldt County
Beckman is moving on to
Brianhead, Utah, to play solo in a
ski-lodge bar.
Beckman suggested I interview
him in the Jambalaya, a most
appropiate place considering it’s
where Beckman played his first gig
in Humboldt County.
The Jambalaya was empty except
for a couple of folks drinking, and
soft blues playing on the stereo. We
sat at a small table. A smoky haze
hung in the bar. How does it feel to
leave Humboldt behind and move

Robert Johnson, the Thunderbirds,

they blow my mind. Buddy Guy.”
here’s a moment when a
man gets a calling, and for

on?

“It opens my mind back up. I’m

Beckman it was in a club in
Portland.

feeling like breathing back again.

_ This is the longest I’ve stayed ina
place since I was 19,” Beckman
said, and excused himself to get a
pack of cigarettes.
“I grew up in Portland — born
and raised. I was playing up in
Portland, and the drunk driving
law kicked in. The clubs I was
working in, it really hit ‘em hard. I
was out of work for a couple of
years, but Earl Thomas, he brought
me down here to play.”
As the rain tric
on bluecloudy days in Humboldt, it
inspired Beckman.
“It’s prime for the blues; it fits it.

It’s cloudy, it’s rainy, it’s indoors,
introspective. Play the blues. It’s

simple; you catch the edge,” he
said, and lit a Doral.

eckman said playing for
Albert Collins was his peak
jamming experience.

“That was high. Our band, The
Whole Enchilada, we've had a
couple of nights where it’s what
you live for. You become the song.
If I didn’t do it, I’d probably be
dead.

“You get it out, it comes through

you, rather
than you're stuck
there,” said Beckman, who's played
guitar since he was 12.

Humboldt’s a magical place for
Beckman, and he’ll miss it. But
most of all he'll miss his friends.
“But it’s not like they’re all
on me for all their living.
relying

They all play in other bands,” said

DAVID KLEINPETERY
THE LUMBERJACK

Thad Beckman during one of his last gigs at the Humboldt Brewery

Bluesman

the guitarist.
Is the ski lodge a final destination?
“I'm going to go down to New
to the
Orleans, Austin. I’m going

jazz-fest, see if there’s anyoneI can
hook up with. I’ve got anopportunity to move on.”
Beckman said
wv

the

ing for new
inspiration and

d idn

“f nothin’ else,

called “Couldn't Drink Away My
Blues.”
“Listen to

‘
t do

said —
The
os

laugh.
is

element of
delerium

:
iT,

tremens. “B.B.

is no drug
King
addict or

in

thontol
players

ARIST THAD BECKMAN

back with some-

bar

PLAYING

of the bl uesman.

“I know bluesmen that are born

THE

that

about

don’t have an

|’ probably

iiehcm 0 dead.

BLUES

sounds
it sounds.

~

that don’t catch

adaman thing.”
Sober blues —
re

“I don’t know where I’m going to

they'll _ settle or land, but I might come
and,
and raised in Portland
live there ‘til the day they die. And

”

s

’

I can go out there

thing new,” he

fies

if |

song.

without searchinnovation.

_ lament. There’s an old blues tune

§=—“Youbecome

youcan plythe
for so long

they’re good. They don’t go out and
and wander; that’s a different
spirit.”
isa
the road, —
—
guitar
and
harp
a
themeof many

_ here. Who knows?” He said he was

“Paul DeLay’s in jail right now, I
used to go and watch them ( the
Paul DeLay Band) every Monday
night, at a place called The Little
Red Rooster.
“And one night I was sitting
there and I enjoyed the music so
much, I said, ‘Chuck, this is what I
want to play.”
Beckman nodded. “It got me
goin’, it got me smilin’.”
If there’s a calling, there’s also
inspiration. A Memphis Slim tune,
“Really Got the Blues,” speaks of
heartbreak and an empty bed.
“1 don’t think love has changed
since the day of Adam and Eve.
The blues began the minute we
became conscious,” Beckman said.
Loneliness, the blues and, as John

Lee Hooker sang, “Just Me and My
Telephone,” are what makes a sax
blow on a streetcorner before
dawn, where no one can hear the
solo but the one who holds the reed
in his mouth.
Beckman said when he was in
Portland, he once laid on a couch
for a long time “feeling horrible.”
“I was just listening to Little
Walter,” he said. He paused and
added, “I understood.”
He left the bar. I couldn't read
my own notes. The next night I saw

Beckman walking out of an alley.

“Who was the man you were
listening to on the couch?”
“Little Walter,” he said as he
walked away.

Local, Bay Area bands pprime for weekend
Wednesday, Oct. 21, 1992

eee: Days

By John Coxford

“first |

“We've

kind of an under-

While HSU’s events area is in

the final stages of preparation
for Lumberjack Days, nearly a
dozen

band until now.”

Buddy Brown and the Hound
—_

a traditional American

‘n’roll band, will also be ©
og ng the festival
the first time.
Brown said he was
looking forward to
playing the music of
such greats as Chuck
Berry, Jerry
Lee Lewis

local and out-of-town

bands — with sounds

from funk to ska to rock
‘n’ roll and calypso —
are polishing
their acts
for the annual festival.
The music begins
Friday at 2 p.m. with
Sax & Violins, a stu-

dent band, —
cludes late

and Robert Johnson.

ce sl

Saturday

night with the reggae

is Lakota’s
cDowell said.

ee

. sg

of Southern Hum88°
boldt’s Rod and the I-Deals.
Gabe McDowell, drummer for
Lakota, a student band, said the
group’s sound is “really hard to
ets It’s sort
of arap, funksed reggae with a little bit of
jazz influence.”

:

ular, but we

ma

Oe need to keep the

fe l

historyof rock ‘n’ roll
alive,” he said.
Roy Furshpan, CenterArts
special events coordinator and
chief organizer of Lumberjack
Days’ musical entertainment,

i coabefoncl eae:
4 ry
—a couple of out-of-town
bands,
with a
ce to local bands
with HSU students in them.
The Bay Aree's Skanidin’ Plcide
basis and that “the
“It’s a good opportunity
for first-served
student bands + aie one
ones that know about it start
with a big sound system.”
bugging me at the end of sumFurshpan says the local bands
are scheduled on a first-come, — is important for all groups

will play Ke zeny brand of ska Friday night st Lumberjack Days.
to arriveon
at theira

ted time, Furshpan said.

er

band
to cancel a
showed
it
two yearsago because
up two hours late.

Concert

Pre

view

to play,” he said. “This band
ae to play and expectedto | 2>p.m.....$ax & Violins

but
we said ‘sorry’

| 4............. Hunk O Funk

oh sent them home. They | 6... Smaii Fish
weren't too ha
TwoBay Area

»Skankin’

Cucina
Deliziosa!

Frozen Yogurt
(With

Redwood
1573

305 F Street, Eureka

445-1912

Coupon)

G

We

Street - 8

( over

the

footbridge

)

Good Thru Nov. 4th * One Coupon Per Customer Please

Pickle

| |2 p.m. ..Color
Blind

trektoHumboldtCountytoplay
this year’s festival.

| 2............ Lakota
BD, scoxvaiett Buddy Brown & The

calist for Skankin’

‘TALIANO

. ra pnt
ea.

Pickle
and Zero, will make the

Mike Park, saxophonist/ vo-

@WIiSTQORM@ANTE

|

bytelephone
home.

Pickle, spoke

Hound Hogs

Neiaatee Se

from his San Jose | 1c’ Rod and the |-Deols

e reaska/ punkband,

so most of the ska purists hate
our guts,” he said.
ThegroupreturnedhomeSunday night after a string of 100
gigs that took them across the
nited States, into Canada and
across the Pacific to Japan.

Park sounded like a man suf-

———

fering from
;
even sure wi
what kind of show he
playing. But he said
playing colleges, and
of his favorite gigs as

he wasn’t
was, or
would be
he enjoys
cited one
a Univer-

See Pickle, page 19

ine

11.99 CDI
y= 7 1.9/ Cass

World Famous Spinach Pies
Homemade Soups & Salads
Vegetarian Specialities
Espresso — Cafe Mochas
“Great food and lots of it!’’
216 E Street
Old Town, Eureka
445-0100
Humboldt’s First
Smoke-Free Restaurant
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Pizza - Pasta

All INU
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Pickle
© Continued
from page 18
sity of Utah show where an au-

Name: Jana Shepperd
Major: Art studio
Year: Senior
Discipline: Painting
Hometown: Colorado
Springs, Colo.

dance and “go out of control.”
Theother Bay Area band, Zero,

by Furshpanas

was d
——

veler.
Local

will

favorite

play Friday

Small

Fish

evening.

Age: 22

Bass player and vocalist Chu

e Why painting: “I’ve just always done It since | was 3.
At that point | painted on fumiture.”
Favorite painter: Dieben Kom.
e inspiration: “My best friend — he’s been my
for over a year — and anyone
inspiration
constant
who has overcome something to do what they feel
of serial
most passionately about. With the exception
killers and rapists.”
e Current work: “I'm exploring archetypes in figure.
Archetypes are inherent in everything we do,
especially women.”
e Medium: Canvas and masonite with acrylic paints.
¢ Favorite flavor of Ben & Jerry's ice cream: Vanilla
e Dream car: “A 1964% Mustang, preferably out of a
so | can work on It and build it from the
junkyard
ground up. Then | would paint a Latin mural on the
side.”
e Pet peeve: Lying. “Especially if | find out.”
e Greatest achievement: “Staying in schoo! this
semester.”
e Goals: “Go to a place like New York or Chicago
and get a group of artists together and form a sort of
inner city arts center. A place where kids can go and
if they want to learn how to dance, they can learn
how to dance. If they want to leam sculpture, they
can learn sculpture.”
— Reported by Kirsten Frickle

Johnson said its third appear-

qem
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ee
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tehe Uren ae hae

ance at Lumberjack Days will
see the band “doing a bunch of
new songs, about an hour's
worth of new material.”
Pe
aes,
n said.
and better jams,” J
Past
jack
Days festienjoyed pleasvals have
ant, or at least dry weather, but
in the event of rain, Furshpan
said, “We cover our equipment
and head for the hills. Butit won't
rain.”
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Don't forget!

OW THE PLAZA
parking on 7th St.
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Deadline for The

Lumberjack’s poetry,
fiction and photo
contest is this Friday.
Remember to put
your name and phone
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WEDNESDAY SPECIAL
9p.m. to midnight

Bass * Watneys Cream Stout * Anchor Steam 2

NU

$2.00 a Pint

Se

$5.00 a Pitcher
THURSDAY SPECIAL

i

OKTOBERFEST
9p.m. to midnight
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“S— Monday- Late Night Happy-Hour

“Zee Sundays- Hot Dog & Beer $1.00
“Zee Monday- FREE Hot Dogs & $3.50 pitchers

When we ask our subscribers to judge our
sound.

music channels. CableTV simulcasts.

CD-quality

Thev alse love our 19 diverse

many call it perfect.

Z
a
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dee jays or
ce
of commercials,
And the absen

other interruptions. But above all, they want that clean.
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crisp digital sound. So now

it does for vour TV.
cable company.
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‘The Threepenny Opera

lay goes on a tangent

Duzer

Van

One of the most interesting
quirks about this device is that

Greg
andey
By Cella Homesi

to pass through their world into

escribed by director
Joel i
as yed
lay to be enjo
f both hard-core
rednecks and flaming liberals,

445¢3155
OPEN SEVEN DAYS

“For Musicians...

ee
SN

es to new and
twists and s'
absurd heights.
Moffett referred to his play,
an adaptation of Bertolt
Brecht’s classic, as “meant for
le who like Chuck Norris
films, Rambo and dirty jokes.”

It’s not.

It’s a play that extols Marxist
values, one that has something
important to say. And billing it
- asa kooky, fun-filled, E-ticket
ride is an error that gives the
tions that
audience e:
ed.
aren’t fulfill
“The Threepenny Opera” is
now a cartoon, complete with
technicolor hair, hokey violence and the obligatory sound
effects
- Add a dash of phallic
symbols and some frontal
— and the recipe is
complete. At one point, a

aet

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
One of the best kept secrets
oncampusis THELOFT. Many
of you probably have no idea
what THE LOFT is or where
THE LOFT is located.
The following test will help
improve your knowledge of
campus locations.

naked man is raised, flailing,
into the air, but it is no real
surprise. In Moffett’s world,
everything is big: big hair, big
suits, exaggerated costumes,

for students, faculty and staff

cet

A

Ng Nags

next to the HSU Bookstore.
c.) Professor Thobaben's secretnursing laboratory for testing cures for "CFA" disorders.
d.) Adiscount uniform store in
Chuck Lindeman's office.

At THE LOFT you can get:
for under
a.) Apple computers
$300.
7 A great lunch for less than

le pace in front of the stage
-~
scenes oe
a
that
s, holding signs
& in the
= what is S So
like traffic
scene. They
0 in the rain, their re.
green wigs

Polly Peachum, looks like the
red,
American Flag in her
the
dress;
blue
and
white
brown
zed
Knife has an oversi
suit that bags his body.
The set is divided into two
realms: Mack the Knife’s
playing grounds and that of the
rest of the world. Some props
are painted with colors,
showing that they belong in
both places. A cage emerges,
toward the end of the play, that
ibal
is reminiscent of Dr.
“the cannibal” Lecter’s cage in
“Silence of the Lambs.”
The stage has an invisible
membrane that separates the
characters from the audience
like a TV screen. Instead of
exiting on and off the stage, the
cast passes through the barrier
and sits amongst the crowd.

a

glowing in

dark theater. ee
The eld opens into what
seems like chaos. With _—,
aro
e running
lookin
, itis
pee
eee
understand what is
difficult to
really going on. There is a lot of
movement, sound and
flourescent colors.
As the play progresses a basic
plot unfolds.
Polly Peachum, played
wonderfully by Stacy Bareilles,
is in love with criminal, polygamist low-life Mack the Knife
(Cameron McNall).
Mack strides around with his

huge, obscene pen/knife/penis

giving orders and cutting off
arms.
Polly’s other role model, her
father, is no better. Mr.
Peachum (Noah Kelly) is just as
evil in his own way. His voice
drips hot, venomous sarcasm

mpi ier Brown

symbols
of a male-dominated
society's impact on this world.
Whoever has Mack the Knife’s

pen(is) has control for a

moment.

By the time intermission
came around, it felt like the
play should be ending. Several
le out of the already small
left. It was interesting
a

AYSint a te
Ne

en
eS

the second

half,was shorter and more

lively. The

and-a-half

play lasted for two-

hours.

Overall, Brecht’s play
doesn’t answer questions.
There are no heroes, and the
conclusion of the play is a
cliché (but it’s supposed to be).
Brecht wanted his play to
upset people enough to think
about their existence and
revolt.
Perhaps to really understand
," one
“The Threepenny
must have a solid background
in Brecht’s works, a certain
sense of humor and a hint of
insanity.
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If you answered B to these
questions then you get an A for
this short course in campus locations. Remember, THELOFT
through Friday, 11:30 a.m. to
1:30 p.m., just up the stairs on
the way to The Bookstore.

, wonderfully

snivelling,

c.) Last year's minutes from the

academic senate.
d.) Fred Whitmire's old shoulder pads.
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a.) A discount bookstore located in Burt Nordstrom's garage.
b.) A full service diningroom
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SPORTS
Lindemenn
nominated
for NCAA
office
By Jose Cardenas
The NCAA nominating
committee recommended
Frida
HSU Athletic Director Chuc
Lindemenn to become the next

Division II vice president of the
NCAA.

Membershipof the NCAA will

vote on Lindemenn’s recommendation at
the NCAA
Convention
in

January.

By Ben McMorries
KS

he pieces of the puzzle are
starting to fit together for
HSU
harrier
Gerry
Seymour.

The junior psychology major
and team co-captain was on the
back burner during her first two
seasons with the ‘Packs.

Now, sharing the captain
sition with roommate Alice
Atkinson makes her role more
interesting, Seymour said.
The arrangement is “convenient,” and they help each other
make it through the season.
“We have run and
grown toclose and it shows in our relationship on and off the track.”
Cross country Coach Dave
Wells said Seymour has made

gin
in
January

her greatest improvementsin her

andendaf-

to have someone involved at the
national level. “If elected I will

training.
“Gerry didn’t always have
consistent workouts,” Wells
said.
However, this year she has
responded to challenges.

State positively.”

form has translated into consistently higher finishes during

ter the 95

Chuck Lindemenn

convention.

Lindemenn

said it

would beadvantageous for HSU
be pleased to serve in a manner
that will represent Humboldt

Hard work on improving her

competition this fall, he said.

"Jacks face

tough rival
By Kevin Melissare
LUMBERJACK STAFF

The Lumberjacks will face a

historically tough

opponent

when they take on the UC Davis

Aggies this Saturday.
vis, 4-1-1, has the 13th nationally ranked offense in the

nation. The ‘Jacks hope to contain Davis quarterback Khari
Jones, who leads the Northern

California Athletic Conference

in

yardage.

total

The
5-2 Jacks

will counter
with NCAC coOffensive
Player of the
Chris
quarterback
Week,
passing
yards
257
With
Oswald.
and three touchdowns against
SFSU, Oswald goes into this
weekend’s game with momentum and confidence. “We had
success throwing over the middle
last year,” Oswald said, “but we
can’t get greedy.”
ies running back Preston
Jackson leads the NCAC with

715 rushing yards and 9 touchdowns, and will demand constantattention from the Lumberjack front line. But if the ‘Jacks
concentrate solely on Jackson,

they may get burned by the

Aggies’

ing attack.

e’re in it to win - ne
“We're
thing.” McGarity said.
tied of being third in theconfer-

ence.”

,

21

Training pays off for co-captain

gether,” Seymour said, “We are

The terms
of office
would be-
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Seymour attributes her level

of consistency to better coaching.

Since Welle begattcoaching the
women’s team, her performance

has improved, she said.
Last year the team was never
ready for races. “The team had
too many hard workouts during
the week and not enough recovery time,” she said.
With only two hard workouts
per week this year, and the other
days reserved for rest or work on
technique, the team is better prepared, Seymour said.
—
her state of mind
hasallowed her torefine her technique and race finishes. “I don’t
even think I’ve come close to
what I can do.”
Seymour’s confidence comes
from belief in herself and her
team. “We are very close and

supportiveasa team. When Dave
ells) can’t be there we have

each other,” she said.

Being mature and knowing
what it takes to move the team
helps bridge the gap between the
younger runners and Seymour,
Wells said.

Before races, she goes over
courses with the rest of the team.

Seymour’s overall balance asa
runner is her most impressive
attribute, Wells said. “She isn’t
the strongest, fastest or most
mentally tough, but she has good
balance and is able to make herself a complete runner.”
Because of her balance, she has

potential to go far in the sport,

Wells said.

RICH BICKEL/ THE LUMBERJACK

Gerry Seymour attributes her improvement in running to better
coaching and better training programs.

Senior spiker comes to end of the road
ae

&

In addition to

im experience and
leadership, volleyball
player Abby Ackroyd
leads the team in

passes, digs and kills.
By Fernando M. Aguirre
LUMBERJACK STAFF

The Humboldt
State volleyball team
captain once dreamed of making it to

the Olympics.
But “as I got older, I didn’t think it
was

going to happen,” said 21-year-

old English major Abby Ackroyd.
Sports have always been part of her
life.
In high school,
she played four years
of volleyball and threw the shotput
two years.
Now in her fourth season at HSU,
Ackroyd said volleyball is not in her
future.
_ “I'm
pretty much done with it,” she
said. “I’ve been doing
it for so long.”
She wouldn’t mind coaching in the
future, but as far as playing, this season will be her last.
“It gets physically and mentally tir” she said.
hours of practice a day and
travelling to away games is a draining
experience. “My body is starting to

feel it,” she said.
Volleyball uses a lot of her time. “Even
after a game, you still think about it,
especially if you had a bad game.”
She said she chose volleyball over other
sports because of the team spirit.
“I enjoy the competition,” Ackroyd
said. “It feels good that somebody else is
working as hard as you toward the same
goal.”
Her favorite position, the on-hand hitter, is played on the front left side of the

court.
It’s a key spot because it’s where most
of the action takes place.
“You get set most of the time, and you
have to be consistent,” she said.
If there is abad pass, the on-hand hitter
has to move out of position and bring the
ball up again, Ackroyd said.
Concentration is necessary, she said.
“The momentum can change in a second.”
She was recruited from North Hollywood High School four years ago, and
co-Coach Dan Collen said HSU is fortunate to have her.
“She is the most experienced player on
the team,” he said.

Not only is she an outstanding server,
Collen said, but she leads the team in
passes, digs and kills.
Ackroyd has been a starter four years,
receiving all-conference honorable men-

tion her freshman and sophomore years
and all-NCAC second team honors as a
junior. This season she could make first
team, Collen said.
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‘The Threepenny Opera’
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By Musicians”

values, one that has something

important to say. And billing it
- asa kooky, fun-filled, E-ticket
ride is an error that gives the
tions that
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aren’t fulfilled.
“The Threepenny Opera” is
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT
One of the best kept secrets
oncampusis THELOFT. Many
of you probably have no idea
what THE LOFT is or where
THE LOFT is located.
The following test will help
improve your knowledge of
campus locations.
THE LOFT is:
a.) A discount bookstore located in Burt Nordstrom's garage.
b.) A full service diningroom

for students, faculty and staff

a

ee

next to the HSU Bookstore.
c.) Professor Thobaben's secretnursing laboratory for testing cures for "CFA" disorders.
d.) Adiscount uniform store in
Chuck Lindeman's office.
At THE LOFT you can get:

a.) Apple computers for under
$300.

b.) A great lunch for less than

c.) Last year's minutes from the
academic senate.

d.) Fred Whitmire's old shoulder pads.

technicolor hair, hokey violence and the obligatory sound
effects.
. Add a dash of phallic
symbols and some frontal
nudity and the recipe is
complete. At one point, a

naked man is raised, flailing,
into the air, but it is no real
surprise. In Moffett’s world,
everything is big: big hair, big
suits, exaggerated costumes,

’ undeitilly

ve Tiger thereBrown.are -

scenes like boxing
ring
girls, holding signs that spell
ng in the
out what is ha
traffic
ike
Meh
scene. They
yo in the rain, their pune

Polly Peachum, looks like the
American Flag in her
red,
the
white and blue dress;
Knife has an oversized brown
suit that bags his body.
The set is divided into two
eth san d a t of f th the
cuatea
pla
a of tie world. Some props
are painted with colors,
showing that they belong in
both places. A cage emerges,
toward the end of the play, that
nibal
is reminiscent of Dr.
in
cage
Lecter’s
“the cannibal”
“Silence of the Lambs.”
The stage has an invisible
tes the
membrane that
ce
audien
the
characters from
like a TV screen. Instead of
exiting on and off the stage, the
cast passes through the barrier
and sits amongst the crowd.

glowing in

a slut.
ter

and calls her

ynous
ly
androg
ti
clothed
Scan
stage
the
of
front
in
le pace

green wigs

a megaphone

yells

noisee —
their own signatur
e
— known.
their essenc

to be enj

OPEN SEVEN DAYS

own devilish work.
nun who
is a er
Polly’s moth

quirks about this device is that
to pass through their world into
s
termake
ours, the characmust

escribed by director

4453155

ngits
didoes
and his braniron

One of the most interesting

Greg
andey
By Colla Homesi

5
th hené-care
rednecks and flaming liberals,
“The Threepenny Opera”
es to new and
twists and s
absurd heights.
Moffett referred to his play,
an adaptation of Bertolt
Brecht’s classic, as “meant for
le who like Chuck Norris
lms, Rambo and dirty jokes.”
It’s not.
It’s a play that extols Marxist

tangent

play goes on a

Van Duzer

symbois of a male-dominated
society’s impact on this world.
Whoever has Mack the Knife’s

pen(is) has control for a

moment.
By the time intermission
came around, it felt like the
play should be ending. Several
le out of the already small
audience left. It was interesting
enough
for the majority to
however, and the second
stay,

the

dark theater. ee
The play opens into what
atchaos. With —,
—
arou
e running
00
itis
ona beautifull set ps.
is
what
d
understan
to
t
difficul
of
lot
a
is
really going on. There
movement, sound and
flourescent colors.
As the play progresses a basic
plot unfolds.
Polly Peachum, played
wonderfully by Stacy Bareilles,
is in love with criminal, polygamist low-life Mack the Knife
(Cameron McNall).
Mack strides around with his
huge, obscene pen/knife/ penis
giving orders and cutting off
arms.
Polly’s other role model, her
father, is no better. Mr.
Peachum (Noah Kelly) is just as
evil in his own way. His voice
drips hot, venomous sarcasm

half,was shorter and more

lively. The play lasted for twoand-a-half hours.
Overall, Brecht’s play
doesn’t answer questions.
There are no heroes, and the
conclusion of the play is a
cliché (but it’s supposed to be).
Brecht wanted his play to
upset people enough to think
about their existence and
revolt.
Perhaps to really understand
“The Threepenny
/" one
must have a solid background
in Brecht’s works, a certain
sense of humor and a hint of

insanity.
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If you answered B to these
questions then you get an A for
this short course in campus locations. Remember, THE LOFT
is open for lunch Monday
through Friday, 11:30 a.m. to
1:30 p.m., just up the stairs on
the way to The Bookstore.
David Galbraith
Director, Dining Services

Bayshore Mall ¢ Eureka
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SPORTS
Lindemenn
nominated
for NCAA
office
mittee recommended Frida
HSU Athletic Director Chuc
Lindemenn to become the next

Division II vice president of the
NCAA.

Membership of the NCAA will

vote on Lindemenn’s recommendation at
the NCAA
Convention
in
January.
The terms
of office
would be-

gin

in

January
ter the 95

convention.

has improved, she said.

By Ben McMorries

make it through the season.

Last
year the team was never
ready for races. “The team had
too many hard workouts during
the week and not enough recovery time,” she said.
With only two hard workouts
per week this year, and the other
days reserved for rest or work on
technique, the team is better prepared, Seymour said.
—
her state of mind
hasallowed her torefine her technique and race finishes. “I don’t
even think I’ve come close to
what I can do.”
Seymour’s confidence comes
from belief in herself and her

gether,” Seymour said, “We are

supportiveasa team. When Dave

tionship on and off the track.”
Cross country Coach Dave
Wells said Seymour has made

each other,” she said.

training.

younger runners and Seymour,
Wells said.
Before races, she goes over

LUMBERJACK STAFF

he pieces of the puzzle are
starting to fit together for
HSU
harrier
Gerry
Seymour.

The junior psychology major
and team co-captain was on the
back burner during her first two
seasons with the ‘Jacks.

Now, sharing the captain
sition with roommate Alice
Atkinson makes her role more
interesting, Seymour said.

The arrangement is “convenient,” and they help each other
“We have run and grown to-

close and it shows in our rela-

her greatest improvementsin her

andendaf-

Chuck Lindemenn

Lindemenn

said it

would beadvantageous for HSU
to have someone involved at the
national level. “If elected I will

be pleased to serve in a manner
that will represent Humboldt
State positively.”

“Gerry didn’t always have

consistent

workouts,”

Wells

said.
However, this year she has
responded to challenges.

Hard work on improving her
form has translated into consistently higher finishes during

competition this fall, he said.

"Jacks face

Seymour attributes her level

of consistency to better coaching.

tough rival

Since Wells begancoaching the
women’s team, her performance

By Kevin Melissare
LUMBERJACK STAFF

The Lumberjacks will face a

historically tough

opponent

when they take on the UC Davis

Aggies this Saturday.
vis, 4-1-1, has the 13th na-

tionally ranked offense in the
nation. The ‘Jacks hope to contain Davis quarterback Khari
Jones, who leads the Northern

California Athletic Conference in total
yardage.

can’t get greedy.”

ies running back Preston
with

715 rushing yards and 9 touchdowns, and will demand constantattention from the Lumber-

jack front line. But if the "Jacks

concentrate solely on Jackson,
they may get burned by the
Aggies
ng attack.
e’re in it to win the whole

thing.” McGarity said. “We're
deed of being third in the conference.”

ells) can’t be there we have

;

Being mature and knowing
what it takes to move the team

helps bridge the gap between the

courses with the rest of the team.
Seymour’s overall balanceasa
runner is her most impressive
attribute, Wells said. “She isn’t

the strongest, fastest or most

mentally tough, but she has good
balance and is able to make herself a complete runner.”
Because of her balance, she has
potential to go far in the sport,
Wells said.

RICH BICKEL/ THE LUMBERJACK

Gerry Seymour attributes her improvement in running to better
coaching and better training programs.

Senior spiker comes to end of the road
) @ In addition to
experience and

leadership, volleyball
player Abby Ackroyd

leads the team in
By Fernando M. Aguirre

The 5-2’Jacks

Jackson leads the NCAC

team. “We are very close and

passes, digs and kills.

will counter
with NCAC coOffensive
Player of the
Week,
quarterback
Chris
Oswald. With 257 yards passing
and three touchdowns against
SFSU, Oswald goes into this
weekend’s game with momentum and confidence. “We had
success throwing
over the middle
said, “but we
Oswald
year,”
last

21

Training pays off for co-captain

By Jose Cardenas

The NCAA nominating com-
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LUMBERJACK STAFF

The Humboldt State
volleyball team
captain once dreamed of making it to
the Olympics.

But “as I got older, I didn’t think it
was going to happen,” said 21-yearold English major Abby Ackroyd.
Sports have always been part of her
life.
In high school, she played four years
of volleyball and threw the shotput
two years.
Now in her fourth season at HSU,
Ackroyd said volleyball is not in her
future.
“I'm
pretty much done with it,” she
said. “I’ve been doing it for so long.”
She wouldn’t mind coaching in the
future, but as far as playing, this season will be her last.
- “It gets physically and mentally tir” she said.
hours of practice a day and
travelling to away games is a draining
experience. “My body is starting to

feel it,” she said.

Volleyball uses a lot of her time. “Even
after a game, you still think about it,
especially if you had a bad game.”
She said she chose volleyball over other

sports because of the team spirit.
“I enjoy the competition,” Ackroyd
said. “It feels good that somebody else is
working as hard as you toward the same
goal.”
Her favorite position, the on-hand hitter, is played on the front left side of the

court.
It’s a key spot because it’s where most

of the action takes place.
“You get set most of the time, and you
have to be consistent,” she said.
If there is abad pass, the on-hand hitter
has to move out of position and bring the
ball up again, Ackroyd said.
Concentration

is necessary, she said.

“The momentum can change in a second.”
She was recruited from North Hollywood High School four years ago, and

co-Coach Dan Collen said HSU is fortunate to have her.
“She is the most experienced player on
the team,” he said.
Not only is she an outstanding server,

Collen said, but she leads the team in
passes, digs and kills.
Ackroyd has been a starter four years,
receiving all-conference honorable mention her freshman and sophomore years
and all-NCAC second team honors as a
junior. This season she could make first
team, Collen said.
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Intramural
“Raquetball
Tournament”
November 13th & 14th
at Cal Courts! Come
show your stuff!
Students only $2.00,
Community members
$3.00.

Losses put
pressure
on soccer
CK STA

Warriors last weekend
Turlock.
“It’s really strange,”

up.”
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Drop-in recreation hours
still available.

in

said Rouse about the
defeat. “We're still
playing good soccer.”
Rouse said the
‘Jacks’ _ intensity
wavers,
“It goes back and
down like a heartbeat,” Rouse
said. “It takes a goal to wake us

Chelsea
The Blazers
Su
Slider Pilots
Weidemann’s
Sure Gloves
Dave Savelift
Little Debbies

Cheesers
Extremely Mean
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“You Ba. § longer balls in the
English style,” Colley said.
Since most teams in the conference don’t play like Stanislaus,
HSU should have adapted. “We
have to get the intensity back,”

Victimized by injuries again,
the HSU soccer team lost two
games to the Cal State Stanislaus

Softball

*Women”

concentrate on a passing game.

By Harry Kassakhian
U

Undefeated
intramural Teams

‘huaeres

opponents after a score needs to
change, Rouse said.
While the Warriors playa dribbling kind of game, the ‘Jacks

squad

Intramural Tournaments for All
Sports Start Next Week! Get
Your Teams Ready!

ThursdayBlack Sox
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Colley said.
Although HSU

is physically

comparable to any team, Colley
said the ‘Jacks were unable to
hold the lead because of mental
mistakes. “We tend not to

stay mentallyin the game.
When we were winning
we were mentally in the
e,” he said.
The ‘Jacks

put their 3-4-

1on the line this weekend
in two home games
against Sonoma State.
“We've had some bad blood
for several years,” said Colley
about HSU’s long-standing rivalry with Sonoma State.
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World’s most harassed fish
Central Valley Project water now
have 40-year contracts; prices in
these long-term contracts do not
in any way reflect the actual market value of California’s scarce
water resources. If farmers don't
pay market price for this commonly held resource, there will be
no incentive for conservation.
Provisions in the bill before the
president would:
e shorten the contract period to

Extinction threatens at least
20 of California’s native
salmon and steelhead stocks.
Wild salmon stocks have been
eliminated in Europe, much of the
eastern United States and East
Asia. It would be an egregious
error to presume the same fate
does not await Northern California’s wild anadromous stocks.
There are many reasons why the
stocks are at peril.

25 years.

Drought, water diversion,

¢ mandate minimum flow levels
for Northern California rivers.
¢ gradually reduce price sub-

logging, overharvesting and
hydropower have all helped give
the salmon the nickname, “the
world’s most harassed fish.”
All these factors contribute to
decreasing runs, but droughtinduced low water flows and
water diversion for agriculture are
the most significant causes of the
declines. They have led to siltation of spawning grounds and lethally warm water temperatures.
A bill awaiting President Bush's
signature would drastically alter
the way water contracts are
drawn in California.
The state’s agribusiness uses 80
to 85 percent of California’s
developed water. Farms that use

sidies to growers.

e place fish and wildlife on the
same level as agriculture and
power production when allocating water.

President Bush has threatened
to veto the bill. It may be only a
coincidence that as of June 1,

California growers had donated
$643,000 to Bush’s campaign and
$40,000 to Gov. Clinton’s, according to Federal Election Commission records.

The fate of California’s wild
salmonid stocks may hinge on this
bill. It must be signed.

Letters to the editor
right to be questioning people about their
legality in this country. I believe that not
even the Border Patrol has this right.
This part of AZTLAN has never
stopped
being our homeland. We share
this land with many beautiful peoples.
We are not illegal aliens; we have never
left, although we have been unjustly repatriated by force.
Isuggest
the UPD not shove their noses
where they don’t belong and do what
they’re supposed to do, if they know
what that is.
Jose R. Villegas
Chair, MEChA,; senior, environmental resources engineering

Stereotype by UPD
The Oct. 14 issue of The Lumberjack
an article reporting what the
oe
Police Department did to
niversity
workers dismantling the portables near
CCAT.
I was absolutely shocked to read what
approached them, and
Sgt. Sousa said: “I
English ...”
they could not s
UPD had them detained for invesis a clear example of stereotigation. This
slap you on
cal behavior. This should

e face and make you gag.

I'm disgusted by two incidents. First,
the fact that— just because they were not
immethey were h
— lis
able to speak Eng
havnot
of
s
diately considered suspiciou
ing papers. Mexicanos, including me, are
stereotyped as “illegal” just by the way
look: our brown skin, brown
of use
som
eyes, dark hair and Native American fea-

Ugly red blob
Why hasn't the ugly red blob on the
landing wall between Siemans Hall and
the music building been cleaned off? At
first I thought it was just rey
but
nowIseeit
is
supposed
to say
men
don’t rape.”
is even uglier.
I’m all for free speech
and I’m sure the
pinhead who tried to paint the one
would resort to saying it’s a joke.
But
what's funny about implying we should
kill half the human race based on gender? Why is sexism in women su
to be more
le than sexism in
men? Shouldn’t we challenge the notion
thatall men are rapists
and all rapists are
men?
“Dead men don’t rape” is a sentiment
join me in
us all. Please
that diminishes

tures.

Secondly, the UPD has absolutely no

Questions
Lumberjack

The

be

tee eens cae
to the editor.

he

lthe
based on
oria
is written
edit

Letters to the editor can be mailed or delivered to The

Neleon Hall East 6, HSU, Arcata, Call.

96621.

must be received by 5 p.m. Friday, and

kw ty eal npacanngs say mabe
fo
mumaber,
erat inotude the entter’s name, city,
and majer and yeer in echeol W from a atsdent. Thay
afe gubject to editing for grammar, style, content and

the HSU administration
to remove
it from the wall, unreadable as it is.

—

—

Carol Taylor
“seiiior,
business administration

Riggs and hemp
letter to Rep. Frank Riggs:
An open
have recently informed me that
You
ou would be supportive of legalizing
Sie for industrial uses if it would not be
used for personal consumption.
I would like to inform you that all of
this information is at your fingertips in
the Library of Congress. As you may or
may not know, the U.S. Department of
culture produced a film in 1942 titled
“Hemp for Victory,” which instructed
grow hemp for
American farmers how to
effort.
war
the
fiber to support
Your staff can easily find all information you need in the government documents.

Lastly, in the early 1970s France developed a hemp seed that would ae
with a low THC content, which —
uces no
that smoking the plant
other rap he ome
Ilook forward to hearing your response
on this issue that could be very important
to the economy of Humboldt County.
Jason Kirkpatrick

senior, political science

Riggs and choice
The last issue of The Lumberjack stated
om of
that nek Repro.
Thisis not entirely true. Riggs
Choice Act.
will only endorse the Act with restrictal consent,
tions added —
spousal consent and a 24-hour waiting
period. The act is no longer a Freedom of
Choice Act with these restrictions.
Waiting
ods are used by anti“choicersto harass women seeking abor-

tions. Seventy-four percent of teena
who have an abortion voluntarily tell

their parents. The others are afraid to tell
their parents. Becky Bell died in 1989 due
to a parental consent law in Indiana. She
was afraid to disappoint her parents so

she resorted to the back alley.
Nineteen states have parental consent
or notification laws due to the 1989
Webster decision which gave states the
go-ahead to pass these laws. A judicial
bypass sometimes may be obtained but
the girl must go in front of a judge (who
may beanti-choice)
and request approval
for an abortion from a stranger.
Marital consent laws discriminate
against married women and take wives
back to the days when they needed approval from husbands to buy property.
Anyrestrictions on obtaining abortions
only try to stop women and girls from

having them.

Caroline Houle Stringall
graduate student, social science

Riggs and labor
. Frank Riggs is personable, a good
speaker who acts thoughtful when you
talk with him and seems well-informed.
So why is Humboldt-Del Norte COPE/
AFL-CIO endorsing his opponent, Dan

Hamburg, for Congress?
Riggs voted against the Family and
Medical Leave Bill, which would have:
ted up to 12 weeksof unpaid leaveto
workers for birth or adoption of children
or to care
for a seriously
ill child, spouse
or elderly parent, or for a worker’s own

See Letters, page 24
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How to have a closed mind: Vote along party lines
Vote-For-The-Democratic-Candidate peop le are going to switch the channel
to his followers.
when George
All this makes me wonder: Is there really a good reason to vote for
are moved by their own self-interest.
oneof the candidates ? People
t leaders told me he'd try
I'ma college student, and if one of our
to lower fees in the CSU system, I'd

yee
ss

I'm tired of listening to the preacher trying to i the ages
ng
Like a responsible citizen of this country, ve
stances
political
Clinton’s
and
educate myself on Bush’s
by watching television, but every time I
turn on the news all I see is one photo

ra

opportunity after another.

ow many times have I seen
Bush stand in front of a convention
of conservative Republicans and
lots of
take a bow? Sure, Bush
applause and a boost to his ego for
telling a group of people what they want
to hear, but come on — not one person in that
crowd was going to vote for Clinton in the first
lace.
. And does Clinton really need to give a campaign
speech at a Democratic convention? Doesn’t he have better
thin to waste his campaign funds on?
Whose minds are our candidates trying to change? Bush and
Clinton are telling the converted what they want to hear, not what they
should hear.
Somebody oughta tell these guys that all the red, white and blue balloons
ain’t gonna change a thing.

speak on behalf of the silent —"

maybe
because we can’t speak for
ourselves.
It’s no wonder Perot showed up as the
Savior of the Election. Just like his audience, he

hasn't voiced a strong opinion on anything either.
And while the candidates continue to massage the minds
of those who need no convincing on how wonderful their idea,
cause or belief is, I'll be sitting on my couch wondering how things
when the masses remain ignorant, illare ever going to
to vote.
unprepared
and
rr
would-be
ent is asking me, an average voter without a
die-hard party
iation, for my opinion — and I don’t have one yet.
But I sure don’t want anyone expressing one for me.

ee

EEN

Bush
I-Only-

Yamorsky is a Lumberjack
staff writer.
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Self-interest voters
When it comes down to it, people who are dedicated to re-e!
don’t want to hear a word Clinton has to say. And the close-minded,

follow him off a cliff.

ections represent the
loudest. The masses are too
lazy, too ignorant or think it’s
just too useless to vote. Can you
blame them?
iin
Special interest groups are
g to
. persuade Bush and Clinton that they
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By Julie Yamorsky

Letters
¢ Continued from page 23
illness; guaranteed a worker’s job or equivalent upon
return; continued health benefits during the leave; ap-

plied toemployers with 50 or more employees, covering

ae

ee

ee
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close to half the nation’s workers.
Congress passed that bill. Even conservative Republican Rep. Henry Hyde said “to assert that you are

Central Labor Council

senior, music

.

Ect

last week. It was informative and well-done.

Annoying misquote

Next semester College of the Redwoods will begin
ing $50 a unit to students who possess bachelors’
ower. A five-urtit class, for example, will cost $250.
en what has been termed the “Differential Enrollment Fee” is implemented, College of the Redwoods
can no longer be considered a “community” college.
This new “fee” is, in fact, a tuition — “differential” in
that students who possess four-year degrees will pay
five times more for classes than students without.
I had always thought community colleges existed in
part for vocational training, re-training and pene
enrichment. With implementation of the new
fe , those
with mee degrees may find it impossible to afford
College of the Redwoods, unless they go on welfare.

I am writing in
nse to Robert Scheer’s
story
about Literacy Day in the Oct. 7 Lumberjack.
It was rather annoying to see that had been quoted in
the story when Scheer never talked to me. The story
also
said I coordinated the Literacy Day event,
which is
incorrect. O. John
Spagnoletti coordinated it, and if
Scheer had indeed
to me, he would know that.
When
I called Scheer to complain,
he could not remember who I was and blamed the inaccuracy
on The
Lumberjack’s copy desk. How is the copy desk responsible for the fact that a reporter quoted someone he
never talked to?
Iassume Scheer aspires to be a journalist when he gets
out of college. Quoting people he never spoke to could
land him in court someday.
By the way, there were about 60 people at the event,
not 130 as Scheer reported.
Kelly O’Neill

Therefore, should yon hope to better your future by
taking that affordable night class, the message from
College
of the Redwoodsis clear —don’t graduate
from
a four-year institution.
William Jensen
HSU alumnus, Manila
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“Community” college?

Gay activism: help or hurt?
Asa gay male, I wasa little annoyed with all the pro-

on some

ee

There is such a thing as responsible activism. The Gay,
Lesbian, Bisexual Student Association spoke out on the
Responses were for the most part positive (there will
always be homophobes). In my opinion, that form of
activism was not only acceptable,
but more effective.
To all of you responsible: Before you do anything else,
please sit down, take a few deep breaths and think —
really think — are you ae or ae us? I saw
janitors wash the graffiti off the music building walls. I
really think they have better things to do besides cleaning up after you.
Vincent P. Lee

STotcaa.

.

tired of being gay.

family values, you have to vote for this bill.” But Riggs
voted against it and President Bush vetoed it.
Riggs has voted three out of four times against bills
organized labor considers vital to the interests of the
working people who elected him and pay his salary.
Dan Hamburg, instead, is committed to improving
things for working people and their families.
We can’t afford to have Riggs voting against us in
Congress for another two years.
Richard Khamsi
business manager,

(Welfare recipients are exempt from the new fee.)

» 2

of rights — social acceptance, but I don’t think defacing public pro
and leaving
m
insul
heterose
Ete solution. I
vied a lot af
negative responses resulting from these m
and
frankly, it’s leaving me a little embarrassed and a little

on campus
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29 pee

pander

reporter,
The Times-Standard

Editor's note: Stating that Kelly O’ Neill coordinated the
NIE

occurred because of an editor's error. The
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Animosity at A.R.C.H.
Lene Sess Be sobense een ates
S=SLULE Y
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stared at and felt animosity toward me as if I were
intruding.
At first I thought it might have something to do with
what I had done or said; but after discussing this with
others, I found I was not the only one to feel these bad
vibrations, negative energy, or — call it what you want.
When I visit the social part of A.R.C.H., the Phoenix

Club, I feel even more discomfited and am relieved after
Ileave the building. I resent
the glares
I receive while I’m
in the building; it’s as if I’ve invaded a private domain
which is supposed to be for public use!
I was under the impression that A.R.C.H.’s purpose
was to discuss —
por the problems of being a
returning student
to assist them with relocation,
housing,
gaining emplo
t, etc. Due to the resentful
attitude I have received
from those at A.R.C.H., I turned
to other campus agencies (A.LR., Y.E.S., University
Center, Disabled Student Services, A.S. and the administrative offices) to get needed information to assist me
toward the solution of degree goals and life at HSU.
Ajax Ellis
senior, industrial technology, art

Prevent breast cancer
The American Cancer Society and
cipating hospitals are offering a wonderful
ei te somata.
come working women. The
allows women
who meet certain guidelines to
gble fora free breast
health session, clinical exam and mammogram.
One in nine women will get breast cancer in her
lifetime. According
to the American Cancer Society, the
disease is almost 95 percent curable if de
and
treated in its earliest stages. Mammography can detect
cancers too small to be felt by a doctor, nurse or the
woman herself.
If this is so important, why don’t more women have
their baseline
atage
40as recommended?
Many women are scared about the radiation, any pain
that might incur or the possibility of finding something.
These inconveniences
are minor compared to the inconvenience
of chemotherapy,
radiation treatment, having
to wear a
oO
of death.
rm hheth Gees eect
die tise
hada
to
call the American Cancer
Society at 4421436
see if you qualify for this pro-

gram.

The
will end soon so please call right away.
Isn’t your life worth a few inconveniences?

Kim Pieratt

Areata

Spend more,
receive less
alifornians first tampered with the environmentin 1773 when they built an aqueduct to carry water to Mission San
Diego.
Environmental degradation peaked during
hydraulic strip mining of the mid-1800s.
Sediment
from mining
operations
— there were
4,200 miles of canals by 1867 — clogged Central
Valley rivers to the point that riverboats that once
ran up the Sacramento River all the way to Chico
could barely reach Sacramento. Silt raised the
riverbed
as much as 20 feetin some areas.
By 1880 the state was at an environmental crossroads. Seen
along the Sacramento
River suffered een yearly floods exacerbated by artificial riv
s and Saas: In one of
the nation’s first

Editor’s
Notes

environmentally
conscious decisions, strip mining

was outlawed in
1884.
More than 100
years later, California
isat another
environmental
crossroads. Rivers
are dry, fish are dying, the land is overused and
the air stinks. This time, however, a law is not
going to solve California’s environmental probems. Neither is any amount of money.
California
y outspends every other state
in key environmental areas, such as fish and wildlife,
try and air quality. The Golden State is
eighthin the nation in spending on environmental
protection as a percentage of the budget. But

much of the money is squandered on
studies and poor decisions.
The issue is not how much we
things, but how to keep from ruining
first place. California is second in the
capita waste

bureaucratic

spend to fix
things in the
nation in per

generation. We're 10th in the use of

Stop OHV damage

Preserve Humboldt’s coast
GUEST COLUMNIST

re you concerned with human safety, the protection of natural and cultural resources, or the
preservation of aesthetic values? If so, you
should be aware of the present conflict regarding managementof the beaches and dunes extending from Table
Bluff to the mouth of the Mad River.
The dispute centers around the designation of riding
areas for off-highway vehicles on thesedunehabitats.A
for Humboldt Bay’s north and
new management
south spits will anne yery
Superby the county Board of
visors. The Humboldt County

herbicides (14 million pounds per year), and we
have 91 hazardous waste sites, third most in the
country.
er this week's special environIn putting
hoped to look at the range of
we
mental section,
in that
the state is facing. We failed
problems
the problems are so
endeavor simply because
many and so varied. We couldn’t have succeeded
with 1,200 pages, let alone 12. We found ourselves
constantly making choices, cutting this or that to
make room for the things we did report on.
environmental probOur difficulty ad

Saatncaka

Attitude shift

High
inowrowot Zane ber
to
’

lems parallels the challenges facing the state.

7 pie

An enormous attitude shift must occur — and
California residentsif there’s to
quickly —
the state’s environment
beany hope of

°
s intimidate
ans, threaten Native American

who

high-speed vehiclesdisturb the

ines but poses wimp
. A new era
must
,environmentalistsand
adie

«pl

up till now didn’t think the problems were seri-

ous.

Discourse on the environment — and more

tly the

tic in nature. The

action
— must be holisare too large and

interconnected to look at separately.
It’s coun

who
uctive to ignore workers

by environmentally conscious
might be
decisions, and it’s ignorant to think the state can
afford to take workers off the tax rolls and then
At the same time Califorpay for their
with the state’s soil
gripe
to
come
must
nians
and air pollution.
water
all going
we're
short, it’s time to
have to get by with less — and we'll have to pay
more
for it.

in chief.
editorck’s
Britt is The Lumberja
BIBPTA
pane pores

plover, Menzies’ wallflower, pink sand verbena and
beach layia.
Several alternatives have been submitted as
ment proposals. Although the elimination of OHVs on
all beaches would be ideal for the preservation of the
dunes, a compromise of terms is n
i
The Local Coastal Program (a Humboldt County plan
for the area which was approved by the state) and policy
of no eat the wave slope must be enforced. The
new plan
Id include
a low speed-limit ordinancein
tted ‘
areas where vehicles are
_—Vehicle-free zones should be established while taking
into account the need for handivehicle
capped and
‘ access. In addition, Seateetanel

By Jennifer Carey

ecchenanaapealciesand ¢

ee
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ond wildlife Re

a few).

The loud, high-speed 9 — degraded areas is essential,

vehicles disturb the
ger the safety

of

hikers, joggers, surfers,
horseback riders, kite
bird and

eee

flyers and

ie

name a few).

life watchers

Agape are bain
nanave
violated. A number of Wiyot

village, burial and ceremonial sites are located alongthe

(to

required that wo d consider the
Oppo

es

for recreation

tural resources, and
the rehabilitation of disturbed

areas.

tis time for action. Voice your
Te

Wetelaonee

sale

Pesselan. Gotinvoleed bytomean-

ing an active citizen!

mestatHSU's
should
thehesring
library circle at 6:30 p.m., or

phone Jennifer Carey at 822-0213.

“The d unes between the Cooperative ve Managemen t

For more information contact the Humboldt Coastal
Coalition, Box 714, Eureka, Calif., 95502, Frances

vey. OHVs ve daceaged the fragile dune
n to
and threats
ntatio
of vegetation
Erosion, fragme
t. Many rare, threatened,or
arefeall ap
wildli
snowy
ding
t the area incluthe
endangered species

is a wildlife management
the HSUSierra
Club and club
Coastal Coalition.

Area and Mad River County Park were termed
“archaoenees sensitive” by a county scientific sur-

Ferguson at 822-5079 or Aryay Kalaki at 442-1538.

junior. Sheis
to the ou
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OPPORTUNITIES

SERVICES

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-fisheries:
Earn $600+/
week in canneries or $4,000+/
month on fishing boats.
Free
transportation! Room & Board!
Over 8,000 openings.
No
experience necessary. Male or
Female. Get a head start on next
summer!
For employment
program call 1-206-545-4155 ext.

A6047.
INTERNATIONAL
EMPLOYMENT:
Make money
teaching English abroad.

Japan

and Taiwan. Make $2,000-$4,000
per month.

Many provide room &

board + other benefits! Financially

Se
=
he

8645.

don’t cry. Amy

MICHELLE, What do you get when

Sendcassette(s) or legible copy to

TYPING?

DO YOU NEED A RIDE TO THE
SACRAMENTO AREA onthe 28th

HENDERSON

and returning on the 31st? | have
acar and am looking for someone

STREET

NEEDABABYSITTER? CallTina
Bolling, 822-7976.
available.

VEGAN VEGETARIAN CLUB
POTLUCK every Wednesday 111 p.m., Nelson Hall 116. RAD
WATCHERS monitoring timber

References

SEAHORSES—Enjoy horseback
riding on gorgeous Clam Beach;
individual or group outings; Trinity
horsepacking

terrific horses, excellent rates,
beginning or experienced OK;

Women’s
vote!

444-2894.

Get out and

ERIN

HA HA HEE! Jennifer

Little Sister!

LESLIE, Hey Blondie, keep smiling. Glad you're my Big Sister.
Now you can tell me all about your

DEAR DIANA-Congratulations on
pledging DPhiE! Good luck in

Danielle.

P-Welcome

Epsilon!

VAUGHNA-You are the greatest

allyour support. Itmeans so much!!

Love, Angie. P. S. The soup was
great.

444-2894.

Kinko's

ttuc

se n

you reproduce gtaphics,

photos, and illustrations

you if you ever need

increases

IN

re, #4

t., #702

(18) 391-8407

“—

ROUNDTRIP FROM
SEATTLE
HAWAII
NEW YORK
LONDON
HONG KONG
BAL

SFO
150
199
358
500
9675
910

Some restrictions apply.

Ny
i
NOMO
JAPANESE

)

discounts!)

anything!!

CONGRATS TO my Little Sister
Soraya for the pledging of Delta
Phi Epsilon. Looking forward-to
lasting memories and a lifetime of
sisterhood. Hasta, Claudia.

Eurail passes issued on the spot!

applications.

RESTAURANT

2120 4th ST., EUREKA
eee

$5 for 25 words
(Ask for student

Love—Your Big Sis—Keri

Low cost one-way fares available.

ase 1) Ze

ieee

To place a classified Ad,
go to the ticket
ofiec in
Nelson Hall

Li'l Sis. sororily, Yuki

SAN PRANCIRGS

on our Canon Color Laser
Copier. Because

~

tations! Love, your Big Sis!

I'm here for you always. Love
Your Big Sister, Jade (Dew-B)

(610) 841-1037
G

AIMY!

Hope DPhiE fulfills all your expec-

your pledge class, and remember

{BERKELEY

16

r

CONGRATULATIONS,

Good luck, Lambda

120 OFFICES WORLDWIDE
82

true colors.
ee

JENNIFER-|'m really glad that
you've joined DPhiE andthat you're
so enthusiastic. I’m very proud to
be your Big Sister. Susie

our

Cans

° Sell
Pre

315 F

and copy your
realistic oo

TO my Li'l (older)
glad you're joined
have so much fun.
(younger) Sis, Sirila

Bypebs

SN

Love,

Pledge Class! Sandi D

Hi, JENNEE! Congratulations and
welcome to DPhi E! I’llbe here for

Big Sister! Thanks for caring and

CONGRATS
Sis. I’m so
DPhiE. We'll
Love, your Big

Phi

TO MY (LITTLE) BIG SISTER
SIRILA-— It'll be great! Thanks for
it all. Keep smiling. From your
(Big) Little Sister. Nannette.

‘til the memories begin.

I'm so glad you’re my

make offer. Serious buyers please.

Discover

to DElta

HEY, NICOLE-Thanks for sticking it out. Great to see you back.
It'll be a great year. Gladyou’re my

THRILL-SEEKERS! Spectacular
Trinity Alps Adventure! Stunning
mountain vistas, pristine lakes, wild
meadows, daily riding, hiking,
fishing, relaxing, etc. 3-4 day trips
planned Oct/Nov.

DANIELLE- Congratulations,
Little Sister! Welcome to DPhi E,
and good luck with your pledge
program. If you need any help let
me know. Love, Leslie.

HOLA CLAUDIA! Hey Big Sis,
_are you surprised? Well, I'm looking forward to us being sisters!
Love, your Little Sister. Soraya

adventures;

burg, Hauser! Students for Choice
meets Wednesday at 6 p.m. in the
Center.

at

roomies and their habits. Tennis,

THRILLS
Alps

me

Can't waitto party and hit the malls!
No 5-finger discounts-or maybe?

anyone?

:

meet

Diana

SUZIE, Glad you're my Big Sista!

WORD

needs, call 443-6128 and ask for
Mearl.

& ORGANIZATIONS

PRINCESS,

Figueiredo’s this week and I'll take
youto the Cutting Edge. Neanderthal.

PROCESSING! For allyourtyping

to split gas. Call 826-0694.

Info—Orange,

ICE

Prompt &

accurate word processing. Laser
printing. 445-5771.
P. O. Box
155, Cutten, CA. 95534-0158.

WANTED

CLUBS

ACADEMIC

Execu-TYPE-Express.

ai

i, Pa

party with Jen & Claudia so they

(2006) 632-1146 Ext. J6047.

a
»

~—% *
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Ret Mos

COLLEEN’S CLOSET FOR
HALLOWEEN COSTUMES &
accessories + experienced, new&

Your Li'l Sis.

<
=
cat
a
ee
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DRUG PROBLEM? Narcotics
Anonymous meeting-Mondays at
7:30 p.m. in NHE 106. INFO: 444-

THALASSA-Glad you're my Big
Sis! Can't wait to get those 5finger discounts. We'll have to

Michael.

1986 125Z YAMAHA SCOOTER
$875. OBO. Must sell, two seater,
helmet and windshield included.

>

ee

KEN TAYLOR-~ just want you to
know how happy | am that you’re
my Big Sister. | look forward to
working with you. Love Jennee

NEED

Runs great. Call Frank, 839-0863,

»

IGOR, come to the Bayside
Grange, October 30 at 8 p.m. |'ll
be aMonster Mash! Ghastly! (AND
Steelhead, too). Bring $5. Love
Frankie and Wolfie.

International Employment Group:

AUTOMOTIVES

os

KIM RENNY-You are my #1 Big
Sis. Have a great week. Nicole

Come down to Fig’s to find out.

International Employment program
and
application,
call the

VOTE FOR YOUR CHOICE:
Clinton, Boxer, Feinstein, Ham-

weartecgsteeet a

ACADEMIC TYPING. Fast,
dependable,
quality
word
processing. Tape transcribing, too.
Terry McBride Typing. 442-6511.
Pick-up & delivery available.

Vaughna

A steal of a

Activities 826-3357.
deal!

rates.

all the difference for me in how I’m
dealin’. You're the best. Love,
Erin.

HELLO JADE-| want you to know
that I’m really glad you’re my Big
Sister. I've never had a Big Sister.

For

Nelson Hall 118.
822-6896.

&

WRITERS!
Your prose rhythm
getting you down? Make it better.
Henry Sherman's RHYTHM
- WORKSHOP: just $22.50 Center

ANGIE-Congratulations
on pledgwait
Can't
Epsilon.
Phi
Delta
ing

you mix a cat, a bat and a bird?

rewarding!

harvest plans Fridays, 1-4 p.m.,

rh ae

MASSAGEIMASSAGE!IMASSAGE!
Treat yourself to a healing
massage.
It’s your day. You
deserve it. Relax and unwind.
Call Dan, 826-2792.
Certified
Massage Therapist, excellent

SAND! DECARLI- Thank you for
all your support. Your talk made

vintage clothingfor men & women,
all at reasonable prices. 854 9th
street, Arcata. 822-0945.
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—— Lumberjack Days ——
pe10:00
same
dl
Loggingtown
opens

friday

ns

e Jah Levi and the Higher Under-

standing,
8 p.m. at the Bayside

Grange in Bayside,
444-2967 for
information.

& Cetera
e “Fisheries
in the Philippines,”
Peace Corps slide show and lecture in
Nelson Hall West 232 at 5:30 p.m.,
826-3342 for information.

Thursday 22
Et Cetera
¢ 6th Annual Haunted House, 4
p.m. to midnight in the Arcata Plaza,
822-7223 for information.
e “The Threepenny Opera,” 8 p.m.
in the Van Duzer Theatre through

Saturday, 826-3566 for information.
¢ Public hearing to resolve conflicts
between off-highway vehicle and
pedestrian or wildlife uses of beaches
and dunes, 7:30 p.m. at Zane Junior
High School, 839-5356 for information.
e “Women
and Body Image,”
lunchtime
forum at noon in Nelson

‘Hall 106, 826-4216 for information.

Friday 23.
Sports —
¢ Women’s volleyball vs. Chico St.,
7:30 p.m. in the East Gym.

2:00 Loggingtown
opens

&

00 Hunk O’ Funk

600 Small Fish
8:00 Zero
10:00 Skankin’ Pickle

12:00 Loggingtown closes
Loggingtown
is located on the Special
Events Field by the Science Complex

12:00 Coler Blind
2:00 Lakota
4:00 Buddy Brown and the Hound Dogs
600 Celibates
e
8:00 Calypeo Band
10:00 Rod & the I-Deals
12:00 Loggingtown
closes

que Pasa in Arcata, 839-4238 for
information.
Sports
¢ Women’s volleyball vs. So.
Oregon St., 7 p.m. in the East Gym.
¢ Soccer vs. Sonoma St., 1 p.m. at

Et Cetera
e “Ancient Maya History: an
Overview,” conclusion of Prof. Tom
Jones’ lecture series on the Maya, 7
p.m. in Founders Hall 118, 822-1515
for information.
e “Eden,” lecture by Dr. Jo
Milgrom, 7:30 p.m. in the Kate
Buchanan Room, 826-5102 for information.

the soccer field.
Et Cetera
e 35th Annual Halloween Carnival,
4 to 8 p.m. at Blue Lake Union

¢ Alumni Welcome Home Recep-

Elementary School, 631 Greenwood

tion, 5 p.m. at the Jacoby Storehouse,

in Blue Lake, 668-5674 for information.

826-5102 for information.
e “Whoosh,” 8 p.m. at the Pacific

e “The Akedah,” workshop with

Art Center today and tomorrow, 2
p.m. matinee Sunday, 923-4566 for
information.

Dr. Jo Milgrom, 1 p.m. in the Kate
Buchanan Room, 826-5102 for information.

Saturday 24

e Golden Grad Luncheon, 11:30
a.m. at the Jacoby Storehouse, 826-

Music
e Humboldt
Gala
Benefit, 8 p.m. in Fulkerson
Recital
Hall, 826-3531
for information.
¢ Marley’s Ghost, 9 p.m. at Casa de

ALL SOULS NIGHT
BAYSIDE GRANGE

~e Humboldt Symphony Gala

Sports

e Soccer vs. Sonoma St., noon at the

soccer field.

Monday 26
Et Cetera
e “Forestry, Agriculture and
Community Health in Guatamala,”
Peace Corps slide show and lecture in
the Buck House at 6 p.m., 826-3342
for information.

Tuesday 27
Et Cetera

¢ Workshop on the relationship
between AIDS and substance abuse, 2
to 4 p.m. in the Mental Health
Conference
Room, 720 Wood St. in
Eureka, 445-6250 for information.
_,
e “The Human Population
Situation: Birth and Death Control,” 3 to 5°
p.m. in Science B 126, 826-5102 for
information.

_ 5102 for information.
e

Awards Banquet,

6:30 p.m. at the Eureka Inn, 826-5102
for information.
¢ Homecoming Football Game vs.

~
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ber 50, 8 p.m.
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The Lumberjack
is recyclable

UC Davis, 2 p.m. in Redwood Bowl.

Featuring:

THE CELIBATES & BARKING DOGMA
shyth & bluce/reck & rell

Benefit, 3 p.m. at Eureka High School,
826-3531 for information.

101 to Guintoli Exit (next to McDonald's)
822-4861
ext. 283

NORTHTOWN
ART
SUPPLY
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(Formerly Angelo’s of Arcata)

“All You Can Eat”

$500

Quickie Lunch

Pizza, Chicken, Salad Bar and one Soda
Monday through

Friday 11-2:00p.m.

-

(children 2-7 50¢ per year)

Any

Extra Large
Pizza

@ © Monday

Sport@ ©

Night

Large One Topping Pizza $8.49

off on0any 600z. pitcher of beer or soft drinks
$1.0

a
White Piazz
sauce

Instead of red pizz

6th & H « Arcata
822-7 602
omc tres

o
-

we have created a unique zesty blend of

garlic, herbs, garlic, olive oil and garlic!
,
Top as usual with your a

Not valid on delivery
4S¢ ch

to

lige

Plane.
Choose 1 medium pizza at menu
price and receive up to 3 more
medium pizzas (same value or less)

for $5.00 each.

Michelanyet ys
6th & H « Arcata
822-7 602
EXPIRES 11/30/%
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— Gift Certificates Available —
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A special section of The Lumberjack

California statistics
¢ Southern California air contains enough
toxic chemicals to cause more than 20,000
cancer cases in 50 years.
e Air pollution has reduced the cotton crop
by 10 percent.
e Erosion washes more than 250 million
tons of topsoil per year from
California’s rural land.
e Five million acres of
irrigated cropland — half the total — will
have severely low levels of organic
materials by the year 2000.
° California produces 39 million tons of
waste in a year — about 1.4 tons per

person.

20 stocks of wild California salmon are at

high risk of extinction.
e Freshwater Creek
had an 800-salmon
run in 1987. Fewer than 20 fish
returned last year.
e Farmers use 80 to 85 percent of the state’s water,
some of which is wasted on fallow ground to preserve
water rights.
¢ 80 percent of
people per million
¢ The number of
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Suomen
is diverted
and
Trinity

;
mill
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—

L-P particle board

36 =
™
SOURCE: 1980 Radian study

;

L-P pulp mill

from

Lewiston dams
to Central Valley

farms.

e The state ranks

second in per

capita waste

generation (1.58
tons per capita).
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LEE MCCORMACK / THE LUMBERJACK

This young pelican died while walking from its
nest to the receding shoreline of Clear Lake
Reservoir in northeastern Callfomia. Water is

drained from the lake by the Bureau of Reclamation

for farmers in a nearby valley. This has combined
with the drought to kill juvenile pelicans that can't

yet fly and must walk up to a mile to drink.

Biologists are concerned about the declining
number of pelicans, but the lack of water may
produced a bumper crop of birds this year. Fish

the lake,
area ofed
trat
into a smaller
are concen

making It easier for adult pelicans to feed their
young. More than 2,500 pelicans fledged, compared
to only 50 last year.

Photo by Meg Laws
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Water diversions, drought threaten river ecology
@ Extraordinary measures may be necessary to
rescue some salmon stocks from extinction.
By Robert Britt

nel water to the state’s farmers and cities.

Board in Santa Rosa. He said the Klamath

has too many dams and diversions,
and the

t means even less water.

Thesix-yeardroughtcomesattimewhen

63 percent of native fish taxa in California

in fresh water. Fish biologists list 20 stocks
of wild anadromous California salmonids

meaning
at high riskadultof extinction,
returns to spawn
than one

fewer

for each

_ parent spawner. A “stock” is a population

or declining, uniquely adapted to specific watersheds
Criticism of California's watermanagement are either extinct, endangered
EGITOR IN CHIEF
and environmental conditions.
ek
ene Cees
r inter-basin water Re
practices, in
the
Stockson some rivers, including
rivers ety.W: ife experts say California needs
as ly
recent
,
llo astronauts transfershas
hen
River,
Joaquin
San
the
on
prac- spring chinook
to reform water resource management
ar vi pore,
prod
down on the oe
looked
wild- are already extinct. Other stocks have deof
needs
the
meet
to
it
if
tices
Sacratflows from the Klama
earth they could identhe drought
clined dramatically during
tify only two human- mento rivers the past two years were less en Septem ane 8 popnleton expect
chinook
fall
River’s
Klamath
The
years.
2010.
year
the
by
by one-third
— the than half the normal rate. The Klamath, to
made structures
five
200,000
than
more
was
run
salmon
of
evidence
ps the most striking
inact even drier this year, silted in at the mouth
and the mainaquedu
Great WallofCh
and
Fish
of
rtment
the
s
but
ago,
year
ecowater
the critical state of California’s
it off from the ocean.
in A
.
of the California Water
this
return
will
1,000
only
imates
Gameest
the
systems is the precipitous decline of
“It (the Klamath) has never been as low
of a
built in 1972, is
The
anadromous salmonids, salmon and
state’s
John
said
year,”
this
is
it
as
dams and messed up
series of more than 1,20
complex
See Salmon, page 4
ty Control steelhead thatreturn from the sea to spawn
Water
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Safe Rides are Available
Don’t Drink and Drive

Don’t Mise Homecoming Saturday at 2:00 p.m.

SCHEDULE
Saturday October 24

Friday October 23
2:00
a

Loggingtown Opens

10:00

Axe Throw #(2 p.m. 'til dusk
Balloon Shaves
The wheel Barrel / Orange-Chin Pass /
Nose Push Relay*
Blindfold!! No Hands!! I Scream Feed °°
Sack Race*

11:00
11:30
12:00

Sax & Violins

12:30
0
12:40
1:00

Hunk O Funk
Small Fish

1:30

Zero

Skankin’ Pickle

Axe Throw # (10 a.m. ‘til dusk)

Pulp Toss #
Single bucking
Color Blind
Tug-O-War
Egg / Watermellon Toss °°
Women’s Double Bucking
Life Saver Pass *
Fire Hose Lay °*

King Wienerdude /

Queen Hot Dog Chow °°

Jack- N-Jill Double Bucking #

Alcohol Concessions Close

1:45
2:00

Ticket Booth Closes
Loggingtown Closes

# Indicates Logging Events

Mr. and Ms. Trichamp Race °°
Lacota

2:30
4:00

Mens Double Bucking #
Buddy Brown & the Hound Dogs

—

Saab A

10:00
11:00

# the lives
Bed
Alcohol Concessions

aes

4 icons sacaner

Loggingtown Opens

11:30
12:00

Chocker Set Race

Close

Ticket Booth Closes
Loggingtown Closes
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Reduced flows on Trinity River destroy habitat
1

River channelization
With reduced flow in the main fork, an unnatural channel forms
as fine sediment from tributaries builds up. Riparian vegetation
takes hold along an artificially low river.
The velocity of
high water isn’t
to streamside trees and shrubs away, and sediment
to
their
bases, f
a mini-ecosystem that further channelizes
the
river. The result is a less
river bed, a more constant
rate of flow, fewer riffles and fewer deep holes.

Nestled beneath the pristine
Trinity Alps Wilderness
are
two dams that divert 80 percent
of the runoff
from the drainageto

farms in the Central Valley.

Though flows down the
River were increased

Trinity

recently, biologists
contend the diversions
have caused irreparable damage
to fish habitat. Trinity and
Lewiston dams were built in 1963
by the federal Bureau of Reclamation to divert water to the Central
Valley Project. The reduced flow
is insufficient to flush sediment

that still boils in from tributaries,
said Bill Trush, fisheries biologist
and director of HSU’s Institute of
River Ecosystems.
The diversity of the river diminishes as deep, natural fishrearing
pools fill with sand, and

the absence of floods creates uni-

The normal (pre-flood control) flood plane tends to straighten

the river channel during high water. Reduced flows restrict the

river to a narrow channel.
pools remain only where hard
rock outcroppings exist. Spawning areas become covered in silt.
Flow

ae

ene

lines the

form channels. The process of
channelization, Trush said, builds
upon itself as riparian vegetation
encroaches the river bank. Under
natural conditions high water every two to three years and major
floods every 10 years or so would
strip riparian vegetation and

change the course of the river.

Gravel necessary for spa
is trapped behind the dams,
the lack of flood waters allows
sediment

to cover spawning

. The effect on fish has

a 90 percent reduction in
returning salmon and steelhead,

according to a 1988 Department
_ of Fish and Game advisory report. And fish
that do hatch find tough
going in a river with no slow water to rest in, Roelofs said.
_ Three stocks of Trinity River
anadromous salmonids
areat high
risk of extinction: spring chinook
salmon on the river’s south fork;
summer steelhead trout on the
South Fork; and summer steelhead on the Upper Trinity.
Responding to biologists, the
bureau increased the flow down
the Trinity from 120,000 acre-feet
to 340,000 per year through 1995,

Beg.

Needlepoint

“Bond

Knit Mact

Demo

said bureau Public Affairs Direc-

Free

Eyelash

tor Jeff McCracken from Sacramento. This compares to the
roughly 800,000 acre-feetdiverted
to the Central Valley.
Roelofs says the increase will
help, but can’t fully mitigate habitat losses given continued artificial conditions. “It’s impossible
to put it back in the semblance of
a natural river,” Roelofs said.
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Thediversion of so much water

H.

DAILY

Street,

Arcata

allows vegetation to gain a foothold along the river’s edge. When

higher water does come, sediment
is trapped in the plants and against
tree trunks, creating a levee; the
weer river digs out an unnaturally deep and squared-off chan-

nel that looks more like an aqueduct than a river.
“There has been an incredible
simplification of the river,” said
HSU

fisheries biologist Terry

7.
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Finishes

eEnergy Efficient lighting

@Recycled Motor Oil

Roelofs. “The deep pools were

eSolar toys, games,
books, gifts, and more...

the cold-water source for fish.
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BIRKENSTOCK®

Birkenstock® comfort for vegetarians! Free of leather or any
other animal by-products, the new ALTERNATIVES" line
features the Original Contoured Footbed.
Uppers are made of soft synthetic felt
with a smooth, durable finish.

Fresh Baked Breads « Breakfast Pastries » Cookies * Chocolate
Truffles * Espresso Coffees ¢ Cafe Seating
Specialty Cakes * Wedding Cakes

Now Serving Soup, Salad and Focaccia at Lunch
OPEN 7 DAYS
2223 Harrison Ave.
Eureka

209 E Street
Old Town,
Eureka
445-2923

600 F Street
Uniontown Shopping
Center ¢ Arcata
826-9000

442-1336

iad

(707) 445-3930
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October’s Artist:

Kelly Myers

|
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223 Second St., Old Towne
~

Eureka, CA 95501
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Salmon

federal water projects. About 80
t of the water in the Trinity

COS
euig
Decren(er

River basin above Trinity Dam is

© Continued from page 1
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Causes of decline

The causes for the plight of the

fish range from timber harvesti
off-shore trawltocotton gro
ing to hatchery practices.
lot of wild stocks

“There are a

because of competion the ropes
tion with hatchery stocks,” Roelofs
said. While
wa
ma]

&

F
.

hatcheries
are
capable
of

producing
incredible

numbers,”
Roelofs and

other biolosay comoo

for
lution

or wild stock
Terry Roelofs
genes, and the potential for disease introduction make an over-

on hatcheries dangerous.
reliance
“(The) artificial hatchery regi-

men produces ‘carbon ony fish

thatlacka necessary survival qualic diversity,” warned

i

a Department of Fish and Game

advisory committee in 1988.
salmonids and their
Ha
wild cousins also suffer from overa problem which dates
harvesting,
arrival of settlers in
back to
California. An article in the
Humboldt Times on Nov. 8, 1879,
said: “Fishermenare sweeping the
river with seines from its mouth
to the Van Duzen. It looks to us as

though salmon would be scarce,

if not entirely extinct, in the Eel

aoe

Farmers are California’s largest
water users, soaking up 80 to 85
t of the state’s use. Ironi-

prolific salmon runs until recent
years, Roelofs said. Freshwater’s

Soascpeee

ment
incapable of flushing
h
whic
s,
flowing in from tributarie

Wasted water

al su prot

ROBERT BRITT/ THE LUMBERJACK

River in a few years, with the
present way of fishing...”
Populations on some rivers, in-

cluding the Eel, were reduced to
low levels as early as 1878, according to research done by HSU

fisheries graduate student Patrick
Higgins, and commercial fisherhad to be
ath
ies on the KlamRiver
banned in the early 1930s.
More recently biologists have

been concerned with the effectsof
offshore trawling and drift-net

. Though little data is avails 155 fish
able, gill-net scar
on 30of
returning to a Smith River hatchery showed the effects of deepsea drift-net fishing, which Japan
has a
to curtail.
Ca
‘s commercial trawlers are a “major player” in the
decimation of salmon stocks,
Roelofs said, but there is no consensus among biologistsas to how
great an affect they have. Trawlers off California took only about
as many c maa.
pc
anglers.
as sport
year
last
salmon
“There is a dnbisome stocks
of fish in the past have been overharvested,” he said.
Reduced fish harvesting is the
best short-term solution to declin-

ing populations, Roelofs says, but
the
test long-term threat is
habitat loss. On Roelofs’ long list
of activities that destroy habitat,
timber harvesting is near the top.

Logging’seffect
rivers is on
“not
as grim as it used to be,” he said.
“But there is still habitat degradation that goes with forest =
tices, particularly roads. It takes
a

time for the streams to heal.”
Highly erodible terrain combined with intensive timber manCoastnmake
Northto
theen
agem
tion,
degrada
habitat
e
for intensiv
long

reports Higgins. Logging near

streams creates sedimentation that
fills in natural rearing pools and
covers spawning grounds.
Fish stocks already struggling

with poor habitat havebeen
to the brink of disaster during the
worst drought since the 1930s.
“Fishneed water,” Roelofs said.

“Without water these fish can’t

even get into the system.”

The drought has reduced flows

in rivers that already lose more
than half their flows to state and

bag ea of the high cost.

auuneus of the

ruins fish habitat. Roelofs said.

says Terry Roelofs,
inharvesting,”
biologist. Countfisheries
HSU
an
have seen
streams
less smaller
us
to
their stocks decline
:
al
levels or disa

-

o
River
ped east to the Sacrament
rs.
farme
y
Valle
al
to supply Centr
Diversions _ this ree rivers

yThe Klamath River salmon
pulation is hanging on by a

tion, and new projects for la

cally, some of the water in
California’s myriad of systems
flows onto Se ail oe
HSU geography

says

sor

John Harper. Farmers with inherited water rights are required to
use their allotment at least once
every three years. Afraid of losing

their rights if they transfer or loan
them, farmers often run water onto
fields that are void of nutrients

productive.

and no |

“I think we have enough water

in California,” Harper said. “But

tes impro

should

w more low-water

uding trees, he says, and

er high-water cro

fected) through a decade or so of

hard times. Then we'll have plenty
of water to go around.”
But conservation efforts are too
late for some of California’s
anadromous salmonids, and more
stocks may be lost. Sacramento
winter chinook salmon is the only
species currently listed as threatened under the
ered Species Act. Biologists are calling for
more listings, and Roelofs expects
“tens of stocks” to be listed in the

next five to 10 years.

hope on the water horizon. While
economic conditions may be the

stroyed habitat, and biologists
for an end to the drought.

state’s waterways, he says money
will ultimately force lawmakers
and water users toward conserva-

near the point of extinction that

ter resource development, sees

impetus for degradation of the

In the meantime, fish s
with ina
te flows and

some extraordinary measures are
necessary,” Roelofs said.

Jason Peltier of the Central

from biologists, fishermen and environ. The bureau oversees the Central
mental
tof
Valley
Pro} Ei which supplies about25
sts
mentali
environ
the state’s water. A suit filed by
and fishermen charge the bureau is “murdering”
salmon by not releasing water when fish need it
for spawning. At the same time, state and federal
negotiators are working on a deal to turn the
project over to state control.
Last yea r the bureau bowed to pressure from

environmentalists and cut deliveries from 8 million acre-feet to 3.5 million, including a 75 percent
reduction to farmers. At the same time, the bureau has committed to increased river flows to
a § spawning fish. “We've gone from a damilding entity to a resource-management entity,” said bureau Public Affairs Director Jeff

%

®
de-

me of these animals are so

McCrac

under pressure
changing on
is ati
Reclam

Repairs, With Student I.D.

cot-

ton and rice.
e
“We need to scale down these
things and absorb gradually the
impact in some towns and a few
hundred farming operations,” he
said. “We need to help (those af-

policies.”
water
wehavesomebad
waresearching
who's
Harper,

The function of the federal Bureau of

On Puchases of Accessories or

Si ersie,

wasters in the state. California

for fish
Fed may provide more water
ken from Sacramento.

10% Discount

cro

Valley

Project Water Association, which repreneed tobe
water users, says fish habitats
CVPts
sen
business
the
restored so the bureau cangeton with
s.
of supplying water to economic concern
recognize the need to resolve problems
“We
between fisheries and agricul ture,” Peltier said.
“There are a lot of factors, not just the diversion of
water. We know we're part of the problem.”
The Senate passed a western states water reform

bill Oct. 8 that would set aside 800,000 acre-feet of

water each year from the Sacramento River for fish

and wildlife. The bill would also reform pricing to
more accurately reflect true costs of delivery to
long-term water confarmers, and would shorten
tracts from 40 to 25 years. Valley farmers hope
President Bush will veto the bill.
— Robert Britt
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Nation’s worst air pollution stymies crops
:

@ Climate and geography combine with auto and
factory emissions to create harmful pollution layers.
By Cella
COMBERIACK STAFF
alifornia
has the nation’s worst
air quality but the most advanced air pollution control
m. Thestate’sair problems stem from its climate,
phy and abundance of people, ac-

ing to the Air Resources Board in Sacramento. Mountain ranges cause layers of
warm air in the upper atmosphereto form
masses that li

over

tan areas,

and the exhaust from millions of cars add to
the problem.
As a result, many Californians breathe

pollutants such as carbon monoxide, lead,
ozone and particulate matter. All areharm-

ful, but ozone and particulate matter have
caused the most damage. Ozone helps filter ultraviolet rays in the Earth’s upper
atmosphere, but when combined in sun-

light with volatile organic compounds like

nitrogen oxides and carbon monoxides, it
is poisonous. It can cause biochemical

in red blood cells and the lungs,
causing impaired defense against infections.
Particulate
matter may cause lung constriction, which in asthmaticor sickly people
may cause death.
fourths
of thenation’s health problems from excessive ozone occur in Southern California, where the air contains hundreds of toxic chemicals likely to cause at

“We're well under the state and federal
standards for most pollutants.”
California air quality standards
are based
on ARB research identifying pollution levels considered safe for the state’s most sensitive people. fit ben "* ozone standard of

least 20,000 cancer cases over 50
cording to data from the Air

tebeed than the
t national

as ozone
and carbon monoxide, are consis-

tently present in levels in excess of state
health standards.
“We are attempting to do all that we can
to cut down the ozone levels,” said Joel

Woodhull, head of the
Department at the Los Angeles Transit District.
“There are plans for rail lines in the cities
and outlying suburb areas that should be
er running in three to five years. We're
looking toward using electric buses.
Our biggest problem is the sheer volume of

In 1990, Humboldt

County

ranked third in the state behind

Los Angeles and Or-

for total
ange counties

toxic emissions. But a

“=

for the North Coast Unified Air

say

airqualityinHumboldtCountyis
better than in most urban areas.

“People think if it smells bad

here, it must
be bad for you, thatif

it smells worse here, it’s worse for
you,” said Leonard Herr, air quality specialist for the district. “But
odor is not necessarily associated
with health problems. What you
don’t smell is the
t risk.”
The district monitors air
quality in Humboldt, Trinity and Del
counties for ozone, nitrogen dioxide, carbon monoxide

Le

\

(=~

| \eeeeeumew
a

~,\

threecounties are within

ex-

the standard for e

particulate matter.

.09

12

Air Quality

parts per million

cisco area,

Morgan

high

lu-

Eureke

said the main crops affected by

evels

of

ozone

are

grapes,

alfa,lettuce, potatoes and cotton.
“Becauseof pollution, the production (of

Board.

(ppm)
is 25

a

tion control officer y

'

cotton) i

a

That's billion dollar
loss for one

year, for

apply that to the other
crops, the effect on the
economy is a. “a

ent

Ith vartnnd of

—T

ppm, Clark said.

use of ARB standards California has
the nation’s least-polluting vehicles. New

ae

.

Resources zs

Wayne Morgan

cars in California are 90 percent cleaner
than models made prior to 1968. By 1995,
the emission of hydrocarbons, a major comae of smog, will be nearly one-third

to

ir
rd, pol-

lution is
the reason
why such crops as

spinach, celery, tomatoes and cucumbers

are no longer grown commercially in and

around Los Angeles County. The board

conducts experiments to determine the ef-

ess from California’s cars than in the rest of

fects of air pollution on crops. The studies
focus on ozone, particulate matter and acid
rain.
“ARB research has measured high levels

the country.

Although new technology is being de-

prs
in the cities, the state’s agricultural
production is being stymied by excessive
air
pollution.
—

of acidity in fog,” said Ray Charlbon of the
Air Quality Control Board in Sacramento.

San Joaquin and Sacramento valleys

California leads nation on air standards
search division of the Air Resources Board

While the California Clean Air Act

in Los Angeles, examines data from vari-

air quality goals,
strives to set enforceable

the Environmental Protection Agency is

accused of failing to uphold many provisions of
the national Clean Air Act.

the lowest level
ous studies and identifies

at which human health effects are noted. State air

quality

tions are based on such data.

Nine states and two national environmental

§ “The EPA is supposed to review health stan-

and interfere with their natural | against the EPA in April, saying it failed to issue

Angeles. “They haven't reviewed the ozone stan-

W/M@tMmtnEeMaas

clean air activist and a technician
Quality ee

smell familiar to resi-

dents.

for the Northcoast

cars.”

and TRS, the combination of sulcompcourndsss tthhaatt produce the

ro

years, acurces

Board in Sacramento. Many chemicals, such

North Coast air good and bad

By Laura Naas
SSSCCSCCCSC~CSC«&tar
STAFF
[UMBERIACK

Air quality in the northern
part of the
state is es
er better.
r
“The North Coast is doing pretty well as
faras health standards, or by restricting
the
amount of the
pollutants
that we breathe
in,” said Bob
Clark, air pollution
engi

cleansing

can
The tiny particles

lodgedeepinthelungs | groups, including the Sierra Club, won a suit

ability, and can aggra-

tions the states need to controlemissionsof

vate asthma and other respira-

| toxic air pollutants. Under the 1990Clean Air Act,

the combustion from vehicles,
dust and dirt from roads, wood

leum refiners and chemical plants.
the Clean Air Act, the Bush administra-

tory

conditions.
urces of particulates include

stoves,
the two

pulp mills
and the

Louisiana-Pacific

particle board

planton West End Roadin Arcata.
am, a
As part of a recent p:
to
ve$1 surcharge was add
istration fees to monitor
hicle
particulate levels and pinpoint

their sources. Herr said the study's

See Pollution, page 8

The

Northcoast

Environmental
Center

NEC, 879 9th Street, Arcata, CA 95521 (707) 822-6918

dards every five years,” Batchelder said from Los
dard in 15 years.”

Air Act requires hundreds of
“The Clean

naUnderrequired
th

to do 106 different regulations.
they haven’t issued,” said
that
There are still 34
Alex Levinson, litigation coordinator for the Sition was

erra Club.

“It’s hard to say how much the nation has been

affected so far,” said Blake Early, the Sierra Club’s
director of pollution and toxics. “But it has many
tive implications for the future.”

les. “It’s a massive undertaking. We're working as

hard as we can.”
Batchelder said he thinks the EPA

he said the final decision won't have a great
impact on California.
“California has its own clean air act, with stricter
standards, so in most ways we're not directly

affected by the national standards,” he said.

— Celia Homesley

"hin Batchelder, who works in the medical re-
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retail shop where we sell eo hadi cards,
t-shirts, and gifts. Holiday cards and 1993
calendarsare available now. Volunteer help is
always welcome andwork-study positions are
still available for students who can work on
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Ancient’
Maya . 33

History:

will stall for

another three years before taking any action, but

123 F STREET, EUREKA
445-1822
Everything you need to

+

The Center's services include: ECONEWS,
our monthly newsletter; a library with 8,000
volumes; extensive files on just about every
environmental topic; and information,
"ie & and referral ere
elp support our efforts by visiting our

bring nature home.
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An Overview

RECYCLE
CYCLE

A slide lecture which explores the
origins, development, florescence,
and decline of the ancient Maya

civilization of central America.

Monday, Wednesday or Friday mornings.

Friday, October 23, 7pm.
¢ 10 a.m. - 5 p.m., Monday - Saturday ¢
Open Sundays in Nov. and Dec.

regu-

tions by _ lations to be drawn up in a short time,” said Bill
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than one-half of the water deliveredto farms is lost

Resleation

on Forest Service land in Califomia during the

e More than six billion board-feet of timber has died

northern one-third of the state.
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was aborted, the brine ended up at Kesterson Reservoir.
ies biologists discovered selenium-caused
deaths and
deformities in waterfowl. The lake was drained and the
contaminated soil was scraped up and transported to a toxic
waste dump.
New soil was
in and the lake was refilled. Kesterson
Reservoir Wildlife
is now a home for migrating
ducks.
Area farmers must
with a rising water table and figure out
what to do with the toxic selenium.

an attemptto drain wastewater into the San Francisco

The delta was once a vast wetland where dead
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results would enable the district
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based Clean Air Network.

Araneo said there have been
few studies done on cancer risks
comfrom the mills, but common

esseegecceccceneetet

plaints on file at the district office
are dizziness, coughing, chlorine
smell, burning eyes, ~?
problems, irritated throat, headaches, pain in lungs and asthma
ee,
study done in 1989 showed

that between two and 36 people in
a million could develop cancer
from the pulp mills’ toxic emissions, but Araneo called the study

a farce because it underestimated
amountsof chloroform emissions.
i

Marley’s Ghost
“One Band Music Festival”

Hour 3-5 Daily

tap liser specials
On Tap:
Sierra Nevada, Anchor Foghorn,

Cnioretonen,etentaiecoeednant and a probable human carcinogen, and dioxin, a potent
toxin, are among the most dan-

us of the mills’ emissions.
of these are byproducts of

the
bleaching process.
ter
estimated figures for
chloroform air and water releases
were 70,000
for the L-P

pounds for the

854 9th Street, Arcata ¢ 822-3441
(under the blue awning between H &I St.)

stantially reduce or

identification is a two-step process.

.

wasactua

Newcastle & Steelhead- light & dark
eliminate

o

estimates
The U.S. Environmental Protection
tons of solid
te over 2.5
American hospitals
waste annually, about 15 percent of which is infectious
biomedical waste.
Biomedical waste comes from hospitals and medical
and in the past has been burned on-site in
laboratories
trend in waste managment is
incinerators. But the
steam sterilization, or autoclave, systems. The switch comes
four years after the state Air Resources Board identified
dioxin, the main compound in incinerator emissions, as a
;
carcinogen.
hospitals
1990
April
in
rule
a
The ARB adopted
in California to reduce incinerator emissions by 99 percent
because most hospitals aré located in residential neighbortial health risks to the communities.
hoods and
The ARB initially identified dioxin as a toxic air contaminant in 1986. But a rule limiting exposure levels of dioxin
by the ARB until 4 years later because
wasn’t

Andy Araneo of the Bayside-

Happy

:
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ml, Humboldt

County air

here or to
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Toxic medical waste
no longer burned
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to subchlo-

rine from the process, resulting in
a dramatic reduction of chloroform and dioxin emissions.

and the maximum exposure
The potency of the com
area and its inhabitants has
the
to
non-toxic
level considered
onsbe
before regulatican
ARB
the
by
to first be established
to
compound
a
for
months
18
of
imposed. It takes a minimum
identified
an
as
dered
consi
to be
on a list of com
for the ARB in
toxin, said Jerry Martin, a spokesperson
Sacramento.

There are no safe levels of dioxin exposure and swallowing
one thimble of dioxin is as harmful as consuming a shipload,
Martin said.
tions were unanimously adopted in
In December the
Humboldt County by the North Coast Air Quality Mana
saa Disttict in eccoedance with dhe ARB. Ad abi boepltals in
Humboldt County were affected; all are located near or in
residential areas, and some, including Mad River Hospital in
Arcata, are near dairy farms.

See Hospitals, page 11
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California soil loses productive capacity
@ Soil is washing away, losing its life and
becoming too salty to be productive.
cause of erosion may

By Lee McCormack

alifornia
on
its = to feed its
people

go unno-

ticed, wrote R. Neil

and support

$B billion ageiculture business, but

much of this precious commodity
is spiraling
down the drain. There

Sampson in

his book “Farmland
or Wasteland:
A Time to Choose.”

The gradual removal of organic
material and finer soil

to ab-

water, erosion gets worse and pro-

increased salinity.
Water erosion begins when
more water hits the soil surface

Eric
Vinson, state assistant soil
scientist, from his office in Fresno.
“You can’t sustain erosion rates

components like

ic material

and silt and carries

to water-

ways. This alters the structure of

the soil
and renders
it less fertile.

Wind erosion can be just as de-

structive as water erosion. Dry
soil thatlacks
cover erodes
one-third faster than moist soil.
Fresno, Kern and San Joaquin

counties each have about 250,000
acres affected, according to a reeee
Trust.
The Soil Conservation Service
reports that California’s rural
lands lose about 256 million tons
ee
Almost 1.8 million
acres
soil faster than nature
can replace it, and at least 900,000
acres of non-irrigated cropland

sive

you lose production,” said

As soil becomes
productive
and the plant-rooting zone. becomes more shallow, farmers
must add expensive organic material and plants must root in subsoil materials less favorable to
growth.

ageon875,000acres. Up to 20tons

per acre can be removed from
elds during winter storms in rills

so small they are obliterated by

cultivation, meaning the major

tion for quite some time using

artificial means, but we have todo

it right so we don’t deteriorate
other parts of the environment.”
Fertilizers and irrigation water

Saline water sinks

permeable soil

to water table.

contain a great deal of salt, which
can harm soil and crops. Wateris
used
by plants
or lost by evaporation, leaving salts behind. Atmod-

erate levels yields drop, but at

Cost of erosion
Eroded lands cost more
to cultivate. A USDA study found water

Affected areas

San

Joaquin Val ey

than $1 million pe
The effécts of a

costs more

fs

tural ero-

partially decayed plant and ani-

sion don’t stop at the farm’s fence.

mal remains in an active state of
decay.
ic matter is a transi-

thatclogs waterways, deteriorates

tory soil constituent that must be

Eroded soil becomes sediment

aquatic

habitats and reduces stor-

voirs.

in lakes and reser-

Sediment from croplands

more than $1 billion per year.

The amountof organic material
is the surest indicator of the sojl’s
health. This material consists of

plants

The California Department of
Conservation reported five of the

erosion and the accompanying
_ of come — hills west of

may carry pesticides
and harmful
nutrients into streams.
A Conservation Foundation report estimated the offsite costs of
agricultural
erosion nationwide at

flat, the Soil Conserva-

manure or fertilizer. The plot that
always had corn showed a 66 percent drop in organic material,
while the plot that had a threeyear corn-wheat-clover rotation
showed 17 percent decrease.
2
ic matter supplies soil
with nutrients, so the hi
the
levels the less fertilizer isneeded,”
Vinson said. “High levels of orag materials are not essential,
t they are very desirable.
“When we use fertilizers and
pesticides
to sustain yields wecan
affect water quality,”
Vinson said.
“We can sustain levels of produc-

higher concentrations
won't grow.

cubic yard.
bent
irrigated cropland is
tion Service found erosion dam-

irrigation pipe

lost their abilityto produce crops.”

age —

generally

(|

indefinitely. Wholecountries
have

lose more than five tons per year

per acre. A ton of soil is about one

Irrigation water and soil contain salts which accumulate and
eaeuieakbaiscsaen ian
we
them deeper into the soil, but the western San
Joaquin
Valley has a contin
water table rise dangerously close to the surface.

sorb and retain water and nutrients. Since the soil absorbs less
ductivity declines.
“When erosion becomes exces-

than can be absorbed. Excess surface water picks up the lighter soil

Salty San Joaquin

particles

diminishes
a soil’s capacity

are many threats to California's

soil; chief among them are erosion, loss of organic material and

rotation.
ters
i
n
Ohio
cultivated
a piece of land since 1894 without
stable with

constantly renewed. Organic ma-

terial serves several pu
e It serves
as glue to bind soil
particles into clumps, keeping the
soil open to air and water.
e It increases. the amount of
watera soil canhold and increases
the proportion of soil water available for plant growth.
¢ It is the major food for soil
microorganisms.
Thirty million of
these bacteria reside
in a gram of

good soil. Their job is to convert
raw plant and animal materials,
water and air into plant food.
Organic matter levels decline
an average of 35 percent when
land
is opened forcultivation.
This
loss is inevitable unless organic
material is constantly added to
the soil and erosion is curtailed,
Sampson reported. Farmers who
maintain high yields can grow
enough organic materials to retain soil levels if the materials are
returned to the soil by plowing
them under or as compost.
Farmers can also keep levels

state’s most productive counties
are seriously affected. The Soil

Conservation Service reported
five million acres of irrigated crop-

land — about half the total — will

be affected by the year 2000.
Areas with heavy
rainfall benefit from the natural leaching process which carries salts down into
the soil, but many areas must be
artificially. leached by irrigating
with about 20 percent more water
than is needed
for crop growth.
The Imperial Valley in Southern California has no natural
leaching and is irrigated with

See Soil, page 10
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next year. Now a farmer might apply
lessa sustainable
become g
has in
Farm
zer
seeds, insecticide, herbicide,
Mitaen
lifestyleand morea big business. Today's
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tion water to a fie
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Delta system, the wastewater
water from the Colorado River,
ended up at Kesferson Reservoir,
the state's mostsaline source. The
inedand _ north of Los Banos.
_ Valley’s soils are
When biologists there found
hard to
heavy, which makes
and deformities in waterdeaths
vast
drain. The SCS installed a
and the
son
was dried
ter
Kes
fowl,
network of underground perfod up
scrape
was
soil
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rated pipes, called tile drains, to contam
waste
toxic
a
to
orted
and transp
carry brineaway.Thesenetworks
in
New soil was brought
dump.
al
Imperi
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was
ir
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Valley and send the saline soluRefe
Wildlif
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tion to the Salton Sea.
is now a seasonal home for
pers
Valley’
n
The San Joaqui
said.
migrating ducks, Chang
meable soils create a different
to
farmers
for
is
tive
alterna
An
from
problem. Salty water drains
water
the
pump
ins,
tiledra
install
_
the surface until it hits the water
table, whichsitsonalayerofclay.

_ table to an acceptable depth then

The clay layers of the San

“Some farmers are concerned

Prolonged irrigation raises the
water level closer to the surface.
Joaquin lie about 40 feet below

the surface. The Department of
Water Resources reported the
water is within 20 feet of the sur-

thanre1.5 millionacres,
faceonmo

critical level of five
hin
and witthe
feet on 650,000 acres.

Another problem with western

San Joaquin soils involves deposRange.
um
on the Coast
itsof seleni
The selenium washes into the San
Joaquin Valley, where it threatens wildlife, said Kim Chang, an
area soil scientist in Fresno.
“We didn’t know how dangerous selenium would be to wild-

life,” Chang said. “Fisheries biologists found a huge danger for
deformities, especially in waterfowl.”
A plan to drain the wastewater

and bigger, faster, more expensive equipment.
In 1987, the USDA reported use of agricultural
chemicals in the United States has increased by 50
percent since 1967. Horsepow er and diesel consumption by tractors both doubled in that time.

necessities.

planted seeds and left them to the whim of soil,
sun and rain. If the crop went bad, the farmer had

you see selling or going bankrupt.”

Before farming became big business, a farmer

said farmers in these areas will

have to learn to live with the high

water table. They should concentrate on salt-tolerant and shallow-

rooted crops such as cotton, alfalfa and sugar beets, he said.
“Don’t think about trying to

reclaim these soils, because what

do you do with the water table?”

Chang said. “What will happenin
the future? There will be toxic
waste and who’s going to have to
deal with it?”
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Silt from roads clog areing,a restorestr
fish habitatand tokeep

By Nan Roberts
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Dirt and paved roads are the
mainsourceof human-caused soil
erosion in Humboldt County.
“Roads change the
hydrologic character of

Low cost co nfidenticl

capable
aren'tges
Stream draina
load of
ed
increas
the
ng
of handli
At
deeper.
cut
are
water, so beds
are
s
the same time, soil particle
carried into the system. This sedi-

mentation covers spawning beds

and can cause river
mouths to silt up,

Furman said.

the soil,” said Bryan
Furman, district conservation officer with the Soil Conservation
Service. Roads to rural homesites
problems,
ome
of the worst
causes
roads,
logging
—
roads
any
but
to
roads
cabins,
summer
roads to

Agriculture’s

areas — can be built so poorly as

A group of local landowners
and managers volunteer to de-

remote pastures or to recreation

perWater that would normally
colate through the soil, provide
moisture for plant roots and
y into streams
be released
graduall
collects on the surface, cutting
gullies and washing soil into
streams.

RIVERS
ENTHOOD
»

— Lee McCormack

Soil erosion

s will do,”

said. “They’reafraid they'll
build lots of little Kestersons.”
Some state-sponsored farmers
are growing eucalyptus trees,
whic . water from the soil,
lower the water table and can be
harvested for firewood. Chang

to cause severe erosion.

er
® oe
e Low cost non-presc

“The farmers have to practice good management,” said Kim Chang, a soil scientist who works
for the state in Fresno. “Those who don’t are
either leasing, so they can get out, or they’re not
They’re the ones who
familiar with the problem.

lost only time and seeds and could try again the

store wastewater in percolator
ponds.
about what the

as conservation are left for

tition has forced farmers to use more chemicals

Furmanand David Howell, also
of
Department
the
with

Conservation

Service, work with the Resource

Conservation District, a state spe-

cial district formed to solve resource problems.

in 1988.

The district is one of the few in
the nation that doesn’t cover an
entire county. The board is working with the county Board of Supervisors to extend the district's

coverage, Furman said.
soil ma
a news,
If that happen
te a de- |
provid
will ec
ping proj
tailed soil map for use by landowners to help with many land
use problems.
ther the Resource Conservation District nor the Soil Conservation Service are regula

boards, Furman said. Thevol co.

said Howell, who is area soil sci-

to saovide tee dntsle with technical expertise.
Furman said he can help landowners ie the beat way to use
depending on the soil
the
or how to build roads
components,

ties for state and federal agencies,

entist for the conservation service.
Formed in 1987, the district covsurroundLoleta andle,
ers Fernda
ngoee he said.

districtis tryingto solve the

problems

Ferndale.

of the Salt River near

The board consists of farmers,

most of them dairymen. The pri-

AIDS/HIV testing

Silt first closed the river’s mouth

- and short-term priori-

sign

drainage and flooding

iecsielicinsiiaead
supplies
control
n

the mouth of the Eel River open.

orities are to reduce erosion in the

upland watershed, reduce flood-

ists are assigned

servation s

to minimize erosion.

When human-caused soil erocauses
nes
natural
mbi
sioncowith
g,
floodin
and
like earthquakes
overoften
stream drainages are
whelmed, Furman said.
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Dumps burst at seams with recyclables
lence

———

after
carded cold ope ,diapers,
conden:
corn-

Sadie coat tise iow to do.
compose
in the airless tomb. Or it
could be
a first stepin
solving California’s landfill crisis.
Humboldt County’s landfill, on
Cummings
Road near Eureka, is a
jp
of a statewide landfill
as it receives
90 percent

SUF

Gales quonnsted hibe ents

y The 60-year-old dumpsite is
to reach capacity in four
. But tests in 1986 reto six

ing sb

ter wiwon tees te,;

created when rainwater courses
refuse,
up chemicals
discarded
hazardous
materials like batteries.
Leachate has cn
in
the spring-supp
rinking water for one a
family, a
it to switch to bottled water. The
contaminated water is about 600
feet = other
, and travto 150
The leachate comh gl
_
von prior to 1985, when

Proposed sites must meet state

qotcose! calraneneovmratesie
from above
each year. An
additional
2 million gallons moves
gis poe er
thesouth
seen Eureka’s
ureka’s C Ci > cabegs
Co. pena, Eure’ Ci
late

landfill, drilled wells that extract

for treatment 2 million gallons of
er per year.
As a permanent solution, the

company proposes to close most

ee
ee /cap
it off witha clay and plastic “raincoat,” and dig an in
trench to divert the aquifer. The
company also plans to open an
adjacent
76-acre piece of pro

‘Seer

for NorCal Waste ae
Garbage’s parent compan
the southern cuneate’
is

yor

r

site for the county’s ern

Most of the U.S. garbage

© Continued
from page 8
In addition to emission control
ment retrofitted to meet the
requirements, the
resolution’s

acon

A

at

the test to acne a 99 percent
reduction at approximately
$60,000-$70,000.
Becauseof the costs, all six hospitals have converted to steam
sterilization and contracting offsite hauling of hazardous waste
that cannot be sterilized, such as
chemotherapy and pathology

visory committee.
expects
objections from residents near

ble sites. He said
a
air "Mabiesite will wiaiveveiedl”
up there wi

poknie about California
landfills led
tors to enact a
bill that requires cities and coun-

duced

with

their

ment
ms to reduce and recycle waste. The bill
cities and eo wae
ats
waste 25 percent by 1

cbs

by sn,

tors in residential areas in California. Martin said the ARB estimated 129 had shut down by the
May deadline. Final numbers are
not yet available from the ARB.
“Most of the smaller hospitals
had very

controls, if any at

all,” Martin said, and many hos-

cece

oeiw forFed
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pladtion
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ae effect for glass, plastic
trash bags and fiberglass.
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t by 2000.

Something to think about
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pervisor Wesley Chesbro serves
on the State In
Management
sees local

ted Waste
which overents in their

Aeneas

pitals did not have properly
trained people operating the incinerators.

Humboldt County

there is no need for tests of dioxin
levels since hospitals in the area
have eh
to steam sterilization,said Wayne Morgan, air

lution control officer for the

rae
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Average automobile

Redwood transit bus

20 miles round trip

20 miles round trip

Fud consumption per trip:
20 mpg or 1 gallon per trip

Fud
5 mpg or 8

1 person per trip

per trip
45 people

Result:
1 gallon of fuel per person per day

Result:
.18 gallon of fuel per person per day

3
per trip

consumption (20 days):
consumption (28 da
parpence
ted ct
edpe parce. | Msépuies
emsctf

M

of time:
*s period

oO

of time

43.2 ga cas of Bek pur puteon

So aaiecel Wehaer praen :

annual fuel savings would be
ns or
per person
196.8 gallo

The
erating medical-waste incinera-

ons

ing

choices.
tion is in effectto
counteract the
barrierto
lack of
for the
products. Product content laws
create a market by requiring a
percentage of recycled material
in
ucts. Newsprint,
now retohave
25 percent recycled
paper, must be composedof a

Former Humboldt County Su-

tra Power and Fairhaven power
plants.

waste. In 1990 there were 146 op-

s

ties to establish waste-manage-

a
of landfill waste is ash
m the Pacific
Lumber Co., Ul-

to inhibit
. Studies found
that approximately five million

Hospitals

said Don
uttle, en
ental services
manager for the Humboldt
Public Works Department. In Humboldt County many
areas will be excluded because of
earthquake
, Which can
crack clay liners. ‘Keer meeting
these requirements sites must
meet the criteria of : oon ad-

efforts. Chesbro said it is importanteach regionnot takea “cookie
cutter” ap
as each
has different characteristics. The largest
component of California’s landfill waste is paper and cardboard.
In Humboldt County about 30

state
tors
© smtound
Saw liye of
waste with a clay waste-cell liner

the Legislature and Congress and

Chesbro said consumers can
control the amount of waste

garbage disposal,
but the county
is required to consider other sites.

® Humboldt County’s landfill nears
capacity and chemicals leach into water.

8,856 gallons for just one bus load!
GET OUT OF YOUR CAR...RIDE THE BUS.
a

ILIA

pol-

Eu-

- HUMBOLDT TRANSIT AUTHORITY

reka-based North Coast Air Qual-

ity Management District.

A Public Entity Serving Humboldt County Since 1976
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Directoré Sportiffé
Presents

sven Sports Velo Promo
‘ommuting / Racing / Touring
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CA 95502

November

7

Tom Ross Race of Truth
Individual Time Trial
Moo

Ne

am

TRADING

FA

-OMEBA'N Y

DATE:

Saturday, November7, 1992, 9:00 a.m

COURSE:
CATEGORIES:

25 miles. CR south parking lot to the south jetty & back.
(Person with the fastest time that breaks Tom's record of 59:43& win $59.43in cash!)
Expert, Open, Masters, Vets 45+, Juniors, Beginners°o Female & Male

AWARDS:

1st Place only, each category

ENTRY FEE:

$5.00

November 8

¥.

Redwoods Mountain Bike Circuit Race

Presented by the CR Athletic Club & Redwood Sports Velo Promo

Sunday, November 8, 1992 (Rain or shine! Pray for mud!)

DATE:

Course will go behind tennis courts, in back of football stadium and open area
CATEGORIES

Expert

Female & Male

Open
Masters 35+
Beginners

Juniors

ENTRY FEE:

$5.00

TIME

LAPS/TIME

START

12-15/1 hr. approx.
12-15/1 hr. approx.
8-10/40 min.

10:00 am
10:00 am
9:00 am

12-15/1 hr. approx

8-10/40 min.

10:00 am

9:00 am

AWARDS:

1st, 2nd, 3rd Place in each category.

REGISTRATION:

We will register riders at the CR tennis courts just above the south

parking lot. Registration starts at 8:00 am on race day and closes 15

much
ts ion
minutes before the start of each race. Pre-registrat
preferred, « helps eliminate pre-race delays oo we can start
on time!?i! Make checks payable to RSVP, and mail registration

CA 95502.
to P.O. Box 275, Eureka,
VOLUNTEERSIT:
No offer of help will be refused!
INFORMATION: Directoré Sportifie: 839-8296 evenings or 443-1648
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(08 hallenge HSU administrators to attain more faculty of color!
reate a cultural center.

Indi

American

MEChA
Chican

hallenge HSU administrators to acknowledge religious holidays, and

fo make concessions for students.

C

reate a religious freedom act for all students, staff , and faculty.

AM ecognize all religious holidays.
1B cam about religious homelands.
e

= general education requirements in the area of ethnicity and
culture.
s and stereotypes about all groups through mandatory

el ispel

tion requirements.

eral

reate a forum to educate on all aspects of feminism.

ake specific events for us as diverse people that will be shared
campus wide.
hallenge HSU administration to find a space for a mural that will
celebrate cultural diversity.
hallenge HSU administration to find more resources for AIDS, gay,
lesbian, and bisexual issues.

Center, have
come

together
=

|

We, as a collective force, have begun to meet the challenge
to

open our nearts
and minds. We
have shared,
discussed and
have come to
agreement upon

a
See

afford.|

reate a safety network of people to confront sex and or rape
offenders publicly.

the Women's

=2

Center Activities to create events that appeal to us and that

__we can

Asian Student
k
Union. the Blac
Student Union
the Gay, Lesbian
Bisexual Student
Assoc.., the
Jewish Student
(the

underrepresented peoples.

' ff

Alliance

Union,

us as
on
to retain
you wantti
if ra
st
to decide
hallenge HSU admini

a

ae

ee
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SPP SDS

E

ee ee

ee?

¢

these tangable
things that need to
be changed at
Humboldt State
Now
University.
that we have had
an opportunity to
find strength

of unity. We will work together and be there for one another in
times of oppression and peace, holidays, and events. We

have agreed that only in celebrating ourselves will we find

strength and be able to face challenges and succeed.

TCE MOA ae ROA
NHE-113
Meeting

Times

A.1.A.
A.S.U.
B.S.U.
G.L.B.S.A.
J.S.U.
MEChA

CIDC
NHE-115
SH-110
Women’s Center
NHE-115
F-111

5:00
6:00
7:00
7:00
5:00
6:00

Wed.
Thurs.
Thurs
Thurs.
Mon.
Wed.

Womans Center

Women’s Center

OPEN

